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ENGLISH PURITAN PRAYER BOOK TRANSLATED FOR SWISS CALVINISTS

1. [WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY.] Directoire pour le service de Dieu en public dans les
royaumes d’Angleterre, d’Escosse, & d’Irlande. Avec une ordonnance du Parlement pour la
rejection du Livre des prieres communes, & pour l’establissement & observation de ce
present Directoire dans le royaume d’Angleterre & principauté de Galles.
Geneve, pour Jaques Chouët. 1645. First edition in French. 8vo (10.5 x 16cm) 112, 52pp., first and last few leaves with
a little marginal fraying not affecting text, a few leaves with some slight marginal foxing, contemporary plain vellum, spine
with traces of contemporary manuscript ink title, some light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this French translation of A directory for the publique worship of God, throughout the three
kingdoms of England, Scotland, and Ireland (London,1644 [i.e.1645]). This Puritan replacement for the English
Book of Common Prayer had been introduced by act of Parliament on 3 January 1645 by the Westminster
Assembly during the English Civil War. Given the close doctrinal connections with Calvinism it is not
surprising that the manual was translated and printed in Switzerland. A separate section titled “Brief discours
touchant le gouvernement de l’Eglise d’Angleterre, par archevesques, evesques & chapitre” appears to have
been written in French specifically for appending here, perhaps by the translator or editor. This
Geneva-printed edition was followed in 1646 by an edition printed in France at Charenton.

OCLC locates 4 locations only (Universitätsbibliothek Bern; Universitätsbibliothek Freiburg; Bibliothèque
Nationale de France; Zentralbibliothek Zürich).
£1750

Rare Books

SCOTTISH PRINTER IN SOUTH OF FRANCE
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR FOR FRENCH READERS

2. [BATE, George.] Les vrayes causes des derniers troubles d’Angleterre. Abbregé d’histoire.
Où les droicts du roy, & ceux du Parlement, & du peuple, sont naïfvement representez.
A Orange, chez Edouard Raban. 1653. First edition in French. 8vo (10.5 x 15cm) [40], 285, [1]pp., title with woodcut
device, outer edges of first six leaves with negligible wear (not touching text), very good in contemporary calf, rebacked,
light wear to extremities
A scarce French translation of this important Royalist narrative by the physician George Bate (1608-1668),
recording the political upheavals in England in the 1640s during the English Civil War. Bate’s credentials as
a cunning political survivor are underlined by the fact that he served as physician to both Charles I, Oliver
Cromwell and Charles II. Written for a continental European readership, this work was first issued in Latin
under the pseudonym Theodorus Veridicus as Elenchus motuum nuperorum in Anglia (Paris, 1649). An English
translation followed, titled A compendious narrative of the late troubles in England. Or, Elenchus Englished ...
([London?] 1652). A continuation of Bate’s work, providing his account of the 1650s, appeared in 1661.
The present translation, made by the French physician and philosopher Samuel Sorbiere (1615-1670)
during his time as principal of the college of Orange in southeastern France, includes a lengthy thirty-three
page dedication (to “le comte Frederic burgrave de Dona”) and was printed in Orange by Edward Raban,
apparently not Edward Raban (d.1658) printer in Aberdeen, but another Scottish printer of the same name
(perhaps a son) recorded as working in France at Nimes, Orange and Grenoble.

OCLC lists 7 copies only (British Library; National Library of Scotland; Edinburgh University Library;
Biblioteca Universitat de Barcelona; Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Biliothèque Sainte-Geneviève;
Biliothèque Municipale de Lyon). Madan, F.F. A bibliography of George Bates Elenchus Motuum in Anglia in
The Library (1951) s.5-VI (3-4), 189-199, item 10.
£750
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BEER & BOOKBINDING TAXED IN SEVENTEENTH CENTURY FRANKFURT

3. [FRANKFURT.] Der Statt Franckfurt am Mayn
Taxordnung.
Frankfurt, Johann Schmidlin. 1623. First edition. 4to (16 x
19cm) 47, [1]pp., title-page with large woodcut arms (city of
Frankfurt) paper evenly toned throughout, modern plain paper
boards.

First edition, scarce, of this early seventeenth century
compendium of taxes levied in the German city of
Frankfurt. It lists charges on all manner of local food and
drinks, noting different meats, various types of fresh
fish, Dutch and spiced cheeses, stockfish, pickled
herring, butter, salted salmon, bacon and beer. There is
much detail also concerning charges on goods and
services supplied by tradespeople and merchants,
including apothecaries, butchers, goldsmiths,
blacksmiths, locksmiths, saddlers, glaziers, shoemakers,
carpenters, linen weavers and bookbinders.

OCLC locates 3 copies (Badisches Landesmuseum;
Universitätsbibliothek Johann Christian Senckenberg,
Frankfurt; Universitätsbibliothek Heidelberg). VD17
23:302715E locates 3 copies (Universitätsbibliothek
Erfurt; Herzog-August-Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel;
Sächsische Landesbibliothek, Dresden).
£750

DUTCH PRINTING REGULATIONS TO CONTROL HERESY & SEDITION

4. [PRINTING.] Placcaet vande doorluchtige, ho. ende mog. heeren, die Staten Generael der
Vereenighde Nederlanden, teghens het inbrenghen, drucken, verkoopen ofte stroyen van
alderhande argerlijcke en[de] seditieuse bouckens, liedeke[n]s etc. Ende waer nae alle
druckers hen voort-aen sullen hebben te reguleren.
S Graven-Haghe, Hillebrant Iacobssz. 1618. First edition. 4to (16.5 x 20cm) [8]pp., title-page with woodcut device
(arms of the States General), a very good copy with some uncut edges, disbound.

Dated 22 December 1618, this ordinance issued by the
States General of the Netherlands concerns the regulation of
printing and bookselling, in particular prohibiting the
importation, printing and selling of libellous, heretical and
seditious pamphlets. These new laws were promulgated at
the time of the Synod of Dort in order to control Arminian
publications. However, their introduction was welcomed
also by the English government of James I, then concerned
by the dangerous influence of texts printed in the
Netherlands by emigrant separatists with Puritan and
Presbyterian sympathies. Among the most prominent of
these was the “Pilgrim Press” operated at Leiden between
1616 and 1619 by William Brewster (1568-1644), one of
the passengers on the Mayflower voyage in 1620. Fines and
punishments are instituted for those authors, printers and
publishers that fail to obtain approval for texts before
printing. The regulations also outline a requirement to
include the name of the printer, place and date on all printed
matter.

Knuttel 2740. Beyond the Netherlands OCLC locates 4
copies (British Library; University of Michigan;
Bibliothèque
Nationale de France; Staats-und
Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg).
£750

HUGUENOT REBELLION & ANGLO-FRENCH WAR

Rare Books

5. [LOUIS XIII.] Remonstrance aux villes rebelles
de la France. Sur les heureux succez des armes de
sa majesté.
[Paris?] 1629. First edition. Small 4to (11 x 17.5) 14, [2,
blank]pp., nineteenth century red paper-covered boards, spine
titled in gilt, front joint cracked but sound, light wear to
extremities.
Styled in the form of a panegyric by French king Louis
XIII (1601-1643), the context for this rare pamphlet is
the suppression of the Huguenot rebellion in France and
the parallel Anglo-French war. In 1629, following the
defeat of the English at the Île de Ré and the surrender of
La Rochelle after the English withdrawal in 1628,
attention turned to the remaining rebel Protestant towns
of Montauban and Nîmes. The text here emphasises the
grandeur and military might of the king in an attempt to
persuade the rebels to capitulate. The surrender of the
great Huguenot fortress of Montauban 21 August 1629 to
the French Catholic forces under Cardinal Richelieu
(1585-1642) brought closure to the Huguenot rebellions,
with the Peace of Alès following on 27 September 1629.
Not traced in OCLC. We have not been able to locate
another copy.
£650

ENGLISH CALVINIST AMBASSADOR’S SPEECH ON ARMINIAN CONTROVERSY

6. [CARLETON, Dudley.] Harangue de Monsr. l’Ambassadeur du Roy de la Grand Bretagne,
faite au conseil de Messrs. les Estats Generaux des Provinces Unies. Touchant le discord &
les troubles de l’Eglise & la Police, causees par la doctrine d’Arminius.
[‘s Gravenhage?] Imprimee en l’an de nostre Seigneur. 1617. First edition. 4to (15.5 x 19cm) [8]pp., title-page with
large woodcut ornament, small tear at tip of lower outer corner of title-page, disbound, very good.

First edition, scarce, of this pamphlet
recording the text of an influential speech
made 6 October 1617 by Sir Dudley Carleton
(1574-1632) in his capacity as ambassador of
English king James I (1566-1625) to the
Dutch States General at the Hague. Given in
French, presumably to aid mutual
understanding between the English and
Dutch, the speech concerns the teachings of
Jacobus Arminius (1560-1609). Carleton
outlines his views on the theological threat
posed by the spread of Arminian ideas and
explains his support for religious uniformity
and stability, calling for a synod to examine
the matter. The Synod of Dordt was convened
in 1618, with Carleton’s cousin, the bishop of
Llandaff George Carleton (1529-1628),
attending as a member of the visiting Anglican
delegation.
OCLC locates 3 copies (Erasmus Universiteit
Rotterdam; Universiteit Utrecht; University
of Leeds).
£450
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ENGLAND’S QUEEN MARY MOURNED IN FOUR DUTCH NEO-LATIN ORATIONS

7. [MARY II.] Iusta parentalia,
quæ magnae Britanniae
Reginae Mariae celeberrimi
in Belgio viri Fridericus
Spanhemius,
Joannes
Georgius Graevius, Jacobus
Perizonius, Petrus Francius,
orationibus
solemniter
recitatis
persolverunt,
sanctissimam eius memoriam
quum
Londini
terræ
mandaretur idibus Martiis
MDCXCV. rite colentes.
Lipsiae, Io. Ludovicum Gleditschium.
1695. First collected edition. 8vo (9.5
x 16cm) [8], 344pp., with engraved
portrait frontispiece, title-page printed
in red and black, very good in
contemporary smooth vellum, spine
titled in manuscript, light wear to
extremities.

First edition, scarce, of this collected edition of four funeral orations for queen Mary II (1662-1694)
of England, wife of William III (1650-1702) king of England and prince of Orange. There was a great
outpouring of mourning for Mary II in the Netherlands. The four lengthy neo-Latin pieces printed
together here were pronounced in Holland in 1695 by the prominent Dutch scholars Friedrich
Spanheim the Younger (1632-1701), professor of theology at Leiden, Jakob Voorbroek (Perizonius) (
1651-1715), classical scholar at Leiden, Johann Georg Graevius (1632-1703), classical scholar at
Utrecht, and Pieter de Frans (Francius) (1645-1704) at Amsterdam. The collection was translated into
English, published as: A collection of the funeral orations, pronounc’d by publick authority in Holland upon the
death of the most serene and potent princess, Mary II· Queen of Great Britain, &c. (London, 1695).
QUEEN MARY OF ENGLAND LAMENTED IN DUTCH VERSE BROADSIDE

£650

8. VOLLENHOVE, Johannes. Christenryk in rou over
de doorluchtigste, grootmagtigste vorstin, Maria,
koningin door Gods genade van Groot Britanje,
Vrankryk en Ierlant, beschermster des geloofs.
‘s Gravenhage, Gillis van Limburg. 1695. First edition. Broadside.
Folio (approx. 39 x 50cm) [1]pp., old folds, small closed tear at
centre of sheet along old folds (not touching text), paper toning at
extremity of margins, a few fox marks, edges uncut.

First edition, scarce, of this Dutch poem lamenting the
death of queen Mary II (1662-1694) of England, wife of
William III (1650-1702) king of England and prince of
Orange. Mary’s death precipitated a torrent of lamentation
in both England and Holland, bringing forth the publication
of numerous poems, funerary orations and commemorative
sermons. This broadside offers verses by Johannes
Vollenhove (1631-1708) a Dutch Calvinist minister, orator
and poet of some prominence who had accompanied an
embassy of the Dutch States General to England in 1674 at
the conclusion of the Third Anglo-Dutch War.
Knuttel 14131.

£450
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LATIN POET ORDAINED IN YORK BY QUEEN ANNE’S ARCHBISHOP

9. [SHARP, John.] [Certificate recording ordination of Heneage Dering as deacon.]
[Bishopthorpe Chapel,York, 9 February 1700 [i.e. 1701].] Printed certificate on vellum (22.5 x 13.5cm) woodcut
initial “T”, with ink signature (“Jo Ebor”) & embossed papered wax seal of archbishop ofYork John Sharp at Bishopthorpe
attached on vellum tag, verso with eighteenth century ink note “Exhibited at Ripon 1773”, some light wear to extremities,
very good.
Archbishop of York from 1691, John Sharpe (1645-1714) became known as the favoured prelate of Queen
Anne (1665-1714), his advice being sought by her on matters of both church and state. In addition to his
signature, “Jo Ebor”, this certificate bears a fine example of Sharp’s own large vesica-shaped archbishop’s
seal impressed on paper over wax. Printed on vellum, this ordination form was printed specifically for
ordinations by Sharpe. This example records the ordination as deacon of Heneage Dering (1665-1750) on
9 February 1701. From 1691 Dering had served as secretary to Sharp, residing at Bishopthorpe Palace from
1692. His connections with the archbishop were further cemented by his marriage in 1712 to Sharp’s eldest
daughter Anne (b.1691). Dering, who became one of the wealthiest Anglican clergymen of the early
eighteenth century, is remembered as a Latin poet and for his diligence as dean of Ripon.
£650
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QUEEN ANNE’S NAVY - SUPPLIES FOR A MASTER GUNNER

10. [ROYAL NAVY.] This indenture made the [fifth] day of [May] 17[04] in the [third] year of
the reign of our sovereign L[ady Anne] ... Between [his grace John Duke of Marlborough]
master general of ... ordnance ... and [Nicholas Pearce] master gunner of ... ship the [Rupert]
... hath received ... the ordnance, carriages, powder, shot, match, musquets, and other
munition and habiliaments of war hereafter expressed ...
[London, printed [1700?]; completed Portsmouth 1704.] Printed indenture & inventory form. Single sheet, on paper.
Folio (approx. 38 x 48cm) [1]p. contemporary manuscript completions, signed off at foot by “Peter Coward” [clerk to the
storekeeper at Portsmouth?] & “Nich[olas] Pearce”, blank verso with contemporary manuscript docket title & a few old
adhesions, old folds with some almost imperceptible repairs along verso (touching a few letters along central fold but sense
of text recoverable), sealed with small paper fold at one corner, some negligible toning along old folds, uncut edges, very
good.
Dated 5 May 1704 the completions on this rare printed naval gunnery indenture record supplies received
by Nicholas Pearce, master gunner of HMS Rupert, launched in 1666 and relaunched in 1703 as a 66-gun
third rate ship of the line after rebuilding at Plymouth. The main point of interest here is the printed record
of the numerous types of ordnance, shot and cartridges then in use, together with all manner of related
gunnery accoutrements and other items then taken aboard a warship, including: “tackle-hooks ...
ladle-hooks ... linch-pins ... great melting-ladles ... nails ... pulleys ... tallow ... wad-books ... priming irons
... twine ... tarr’d rope ... musquetoons ... blunderbusses ... pistols.”

ESTC records a similar gunner’s indenture, Wing T932E, dated [1665], locating 3 copies (bO; nMH;
nMH-H), however we have not located another record of this example, printed presumably in 1700 for the
new century (the “17” of the date for completion being pre-printed) and certainly before the accession of
Queen Anne (1665-1714) in 1702 as the pronoun of the monarch is printed throughout as “his”, suggesting
it was printed during the reign of William III (1650-1702).
£1250

Rare Books

MASTER GUNNER IN THE NAVY OF KING WILLIAM III

11. [ROYAL NAVY.] This indenture made the [seventeenth] day of [August] 16[99] in the
[eleventh] year of ... our soveraign lord William ... Between the rtt. honble. Henry earle of
Romney master general of his majesties ordnance ... and [Clement Niccolls mast gunner on]
his majesties [shipp Warwick] .. hath received ... the [iron ordnance] and other munitions
and habiliaments of war heareafter expressed ...
[London, printed [c.1689?]; completed Portsmouth 17 August 1699.] Printed indenture & inventory form. Single sheet,
on paper. Oblong folio (approx. 39 x 26 cm) [1]p. contemporary manuscript completions, signed off at foot by “Celement
Nickoles”, blank verso with contemporary manuscript docket title & a few old adhesions, old folds with some almost
imperceptible repairs along verso, sealed with small paper fold at one corner, some negligible toning along old folds, uncut
edges, very good.
Dated 17 August 1699 the completions on this rare printed naval gunnery indenture record supplies
received at Plymouth by Clement Nickoles, master gunner of HMS Warwick, a fourth rate ship of the line
launched in 1696 at Deptford. The main point of interest here is the printed record of the numerous types
of ordnance and shot, together with all manner of related gunnery accoutrements and other supplies takes
aboard for use on a warship in the 1690s, including: “match-lock musquets ... snaphance musquets ...
bandaliers ... halberts ... blunderbusses ... swords ... great melt-ladle ... pulleys ... budge barrels ... tann’d
hides ... canvas ... lanthorns ... hand-crow leavers ... powder-horns ... twine ... tarr’d rope ... nails ...”

ESTC records a similar gunner’s indenture, Wing T932E, dated [1665], locating 3 copies (bO; nMH;
nMH-H), however we have not located another record of this example, which must have been printed
c.1689 after the accession of William III (1650-1702).
£950
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CAMBRIDGE CHRONICLED IN GEORGIAN NEWSPAPER

12. [HODSON, Francis]. The Cambridge Chronicle and Journal ...
Printed by Francis Hodson, at the corner of Green-Street, Cambridge. 50 separate issues, dating between 1791-1802.
(1791: 5 issues: August 20#1504, 27#1505, September 3#1506, 10#1507, 17#1508; 1792: 6 issues: January
28#1527, February 11#1520, 18#1530, March 10#1533, 17#1534, 31#1536;1793: 14 issues: January
19#1578, 26#1579, March 2#1584, June 15#1599, July 13#1603, 20#1604, 27#1605, August 3#1606,
10#1607, 17#1608, 31#1610, September 14# 1612, October 12 #1616, December 7#1624; 1794: 5 issues: March
15#1638, September 6#1663, 13#1664, 20#1665, October 18#1669; 1795: 14 issues: January 24#1683, March
14#1690, 28#1692, May 2#1697, 23#1700, July 4#1706, 11#1707, 18#1708, August 1#1710, 22#1713,
29#1714, October 17#1721, 24#1722, 31#1723; 1798: 2 issues: March 3#1845, August 11#1868; 1802: 4
issues: July 10#2072, August 14#2077, 28#2079, November 6#2089. Folio (approx. 32 x 48cm) each issue [4]pp.,
unbound as issued, edges uncut, a few small tears, stains, old folds or areas of dust marking (not affecting legibility of text),
most with ink note at head of first page indicating subscription by “Mr. Banks”, overall in a very good state of preservation.
This group of fifty rare issues of this Cambridge-printed newspaper are dated between 1791 and 1802. The
Cambridge Chronicle and Journal was founded in 1767 by printers Francis Hodson (d.1812) and Thomas
Fletcher as a regional newspaper centred on the city of Cambridge, also serving as a general advertiser for
the counties of Cambridge, Huntingdon, Lincoln, Rutland, Bedford, Herts and Isle of Ely. The principal
content consists of Cambridge news, college notices and events, with announcements regarding
Addenbrooke’s Hospital, local apothecarys and physicians, and many medical advertisements, including for
patent medicines. Banking, lotteries, and insurance feature, together with details of local auctions of estates,
houses and chattels and farming-related entries. Fashion tips, stock prices, lost property, job advertisements
and announcements of newly-published books are mingled with poems, literary extracts and recreational and
sporting announcements including theatrical events, balls, horse racing meetings, boxing matches and cock
fighting. London news features too, in particular parliamentary reports, together with international bulletins.
Taken as a whole the content offers much valuable information concerning life in Cambridge and the
surrounding regions.

ESTC locates incomplete runs of issues at 6 U.K. institutions, with the holdings details noting that several of
these consist only a very small number of individual issues (bL; bCcc; bCt; bSAW; bO; bLsb). In addition St.
John’s College, Cambridge, holds a substantial run of issues.
£2250
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN, ARTIST & ANTIQUARY

13. FACIUS, George Sigmund. Thomas Kerrich, M.A. Principal librarian of the
University of Cambridge.
[London.] H.P. Briggs pinx.t G.S. Facius sculp.t. Published June 12, 1815, by G.S. Facius, No. 23, Castle Street,
Leicester Square. Stipple engraving on paper (platemark approx. 27.8 x 35.2cm, sheet approx. 39 x 49.5cm)
margins with a few old creases, some negligible foxing in the margin, very good.
This large stipple engraving depicts the Cambridge University librarian, artist and antiquary Thomas
Kerrich (1748-1828) in his maturity. It was produced by the London engraver George Sigmund Facius
(1750-c.1815) after a painting by Henry Perronet Briggs (1791-1844). Norfolk-born Kerrich in his
youth was a talented draughtsman and portrait pastellist. Anglican ordination (1784) followed his
graduation from Magdalene College Cambridge (BA:1771, MA: 1775 – interspersed with a lengthy
continental drawing tour). In 1797 Kerrich became principal librarian at Cambridge University and
was elected a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries. He amassed a significant collection of fifteenth and
sixteenth century European paintings.
£450
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OXFORD COLLEGE LIFE - LATER A PROMINENT EVANGELICAL ANGLICAN

14. BEALE, Thomas. [Three autograph
letters signed, addressed to his father
Thomas Beale of Newent, updating him
with news of university life at Queen’s
College Oxford.]
Queen’s [College, Oxford.] 3 autograph letters
signed, [6] full pages in total (6 February 1755:
4to, [2] pages, on bifolium, second blank leaf with
manuscript address panel; 18 February 1755: Folio,
[2] pages; March 1755: Folio, [2] pages) a few small
tears, old folds, very good.

These three letters record news of university
life at Queen’s College Oxford in 1755. Rev.
Thomas Beale (1733-1805), son of Thomas
Beale (d.1784) of Newent, Gloucestershire,
was educated at Queen’s (BA: 1754, MA:
1757), later becoming curate of Pershore,
Shropshire (1756-1767) and perpetual curate of Bengeworth (1772-1793) near Evesham in Worcestershire.
In the late 1760s he became a member of a society of Evangelical Anglican clergyman meeting in Shropshire
organised by the influential Methodist writer John Fletcher (1729-1785), curate of Madeley. These letters
give a good flavour of mid eighteenth century Oxford life, with Beale describing his lodgings in college, the
death of his friend Carew and the outbreak of a fire (“Dr Fothergill was terribly frighted on Tuesday night,
by a fire that broke out in a young gentleman’s room in his Hall, under his own lodgings ...”). There is
mention of book-buying in Oxford, deliberations concerning small pox, the purchase of clothing and a wig
and other necessaries. Beale records details of an entertainment at the “fellows-common-room” with “a
handsome dinner & supper ... and in the evening ...a rubbers or two at whist, ” and some wider Oxford
matters, noting that “the King of the 2 Sicilies has sent as a present to University an account of the curiosities
and late discoveries made in Herculaneaum ...” and “the heads of houses too are at present under deliberation
concerning a most curious collection of statues of Lady Pomfrets ...”
£450
MANUAL FOR YOUNG GEORGIAN COUNTRY CLERGYMEN

15. ORTON, Job. Letters to a young clergyman, from the late Reverend Mr. Job Orton
Shrewsbury, printed and sold by J. andW. Eddowes. 1791. First edition. 8vo (11 x 18.5cm) [2], vi, [2, blank], 153, [3]pp.,
a very good uncut copy with half-title & final ad. leaf, flyleaf with presentation inscription in ink: “To the Rev.d Morgan
Davies (rector of Manafon) ... the editor presents this copy, witness Wm. Cartwright for Thos. Stedman vicar of St. Chad’s
Shrewsbury 17 March 1793”, contemporary blue paper-covered boards, plain
paper spine strip (sometime renewed), boards with some light dustmarking, light
wear to extremities.
First edition of this manual of practical advice for young Georgian
country clergymen. Printed provincially at Shrewsbury, it compiles
letters penned by the dissenting minister Job Orton (1717-1783) to the
editor of the selection Thomas Stedman (1746-1825), whose printed
dedicatory letter is addressed to Sir James Stonhouse (1716-1795).
Notwithstanding the somewhat nondescript title, this book became one
of the most valued volumes of advice for new clergy and ranges over a
surprisingly varied selection of topics, including social conduct in dealing
with parishoners, personal financial management, literary
recommendations, politics, music, diary-keeping and the use of
almanacs. An American edition (Boston, 1794) followed, and one of the
letters (XVII.) makes reference to Anglo-American relations.

ESTC locates 11 copies only (bL; bLdw; bPC; bLAM; bSAN; nMChB;
nMH-AH; nMeB; nICN; nCtY-BR; oAuSUA). Sabin 91086 (Boston
edition).
£450

GEORGIAN PROVINCIAL PSALM BOOK WITH PRINTED MUSIC

16. [PSALMODY.] Select psalms and hymns, for the
use of the parish church of Cardington, in the county
of Bedford.
London, printed by J.W. Galabin. 1786. First edition. 8vo (12.5 x
19.5cm) [4],100, [4], 101- 131, [1]pp., engraved title-page &
prefatory leaf, sectional title & blank leaf after p.100, verso of title
penned in ink with presentation inscription “Thomas Barnard the gift
of Mr. J[oh]n Thompson June 24 1796”, main text in letterpress with
each psalm headed by accompanying printed music, a few
contemporary ink annotations, contemporary calf, spine in
compartments with gilt-stamped neoclassical ovals, boards bordered
with gilt flower & dogtooth roll, light wear to head & foot of spine,
joints starting but sound, light wear to extremities.

First edition, scarce, of this Georgian psalm and hymn book
with accompanying printed music. The index, listing 83
psalms and 17 hymns, is ordered alphabetically by first line.
The title-page advises that it was intended “for the use of the
parish church of Cardington, in the county of Bedford”.
Robert Willan (d.1796) was appointed vicar of Cardington in
1776 – given that the church was within the estate of the
philanthropist and prison reformer John Howard
(1726-1790), it seems possible that the printing of this book
may have been funded by Howard.
£450

DEALER IN NATURAL HISTORY, ANTIQUITIES & BOOKS

17. [BOULTER, Daniel.] Boulter’s Museum.
Dealer in curious books and antiquities in
general.
[Great Yarmouth?, c.1790.] Trade card, engraved, on paper (6
x 9cm), thread margins, very good.

Dateable to c.1790, this rare engraved trade card was
produced to advertise Boulter’s Museum in Great
Yarmouth in Norfolk, opened in 1772 by merchant
Daniel Boulter (1740-1802). The engraving includes
depictions of a dried pufferfish, shells, several urns,
stuffed birds and butterfly specimens. A printed
catalogue, Museum Boulterianum ... [London, 1794?]
supplies an indication of the contents of this “valuable
collection of natural and artificial curiosities”, with
notice of: “English and foreign birds and beasts ...
Reptiles, fish, and insects, dried and in spirits. Elegant
shells, corals, corallines, and other marine productions.
Seeds, fruits, and other parts of rare plants ... Agates,
calcedonies, jaspers, carnelians, &c. polished and
unpolished. Roman, Egyption, and British antiquities in
earthen ware and bronze. Carvings in wood, stone,
ivory, and alabaster. Curious ancient enamelings, china
and delft. Shell-work, needle-work, &c. crucifixes and
rosaries. Ancient stained glass ... Old monastic and
other seals ... Greek, Roman, Egyptian, British, and
English coins and medals ... Dresses, ornaments,
weapons of war, fishing-tackle, and other singular
inventions of the natives of the lately discovered islands
in the South-Seas ...” Heal,87*.1.
£350
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COMMONPLACE BOOK OF NORFOLK POET, CLASSICIST & CRITIC OF DR. JOHNSON

18 [POTTER, Robert.][Commonplace book, including poetry, prose extracts and literary
ephemera.]
[Norfolk, 1754-1787.] Autograph manuscript, ink on paper. 4to (16.5 x 20.5cm) [2, index], [2, blank], 7-143,
143-223 pages of manuscript text, with further related additions penned [c.1804-c.1807 by S. Potter] on 6 leaves
(224-228, [7]p.), with additional section of unused blanks following, flyleaf signed “R. Potter. 1754.” & “S. Potter.
1804.”, contemporary calf, front joint cracked but stitching sound, rear board starting at foot, spine in compartments
with raised bands ruled in gilt, original gilt-stamped brown morocco spine label titled “Mss Miscell.”, light wear to
extremities.
This manuscript commonplace book was penned between 1754 and 1787 by Rev. Robert Potter
(1721-1804) and contains a miscellany of verse and prose extracts from printed works together with
some unpublished content. Following his graduation from Emmanuel College Cambridge (BA 1742)
Potter was appointed rector of Crostwight in Norfolk in 1754 and master of Scarning Free School in
1761. His published poetry in the 1750s was centred on his search for patronage amongst the county
gentry. Holkham a poem.To the Right Honourable the Earl of Leicester ... (London, 1758) and Kymber. A monody
to Sir Armine Wodhouse ... (London, 1759), with other similar pieces, were published in a collected edition
as Poems by Mr. Potter ... (London, 1774). Potter later attracted widespread acclaim for his verse translations
from the Greek. His The tragedies of Æschylus ... (Norwich, 1777) brought him to the attention of Elizabeth
Montagu (1718-1800) and wider London literary society. A much-cited slighting by Samuel Johnson
(1709-1784) seems, ironically, to have enhanced Potter’s literary reputation by precipitating several
publications in which he offered criticism of Johnson, notably An inquiry into some passages in Dr. Johnson’s
Lives of the poets ... (London, 1783) and The art of criticism; as exemplified in Dr. Johnson’s lives of the most eminent
English poets ... (London, 1789).

Rare Books

Unsurprisingly, poetry features prominently in this volume, including some classical translations,
interspersed with literary ephemera tracing Potter’s connections with Cambridge and Norfolk and his
Anglican interests. Indexed by Potter, the content here consists of more than 50 separate items: “...
Song to crickett, by G.A . Stevens ... To Mr Garrick [by Edward Moore]... Cambridge verses on the
Peace 1748 ... Character of Lady Wodehouse ... On the city of Norwich ... Cinderetta ... Scott’s Sonnet
on Euripides ... A prophetic inscription by Dr Johnson ... Mad verses of N. Lee when in Bedlam.” Most
of the material appears to have been drawn from printed sources, including periodicals. Several obscure
pieces by Potter himself are penned here, including a lengthy song titled “The goose-pye feast. A
favorite cantata. To the tune of the Dust Cart, or Tinkering Tom”, with related items concerning
electioneering in Downham Market in 1768. Though Potter notes “The goose-pye feast” as having been
published in the Norwich Mercury, ESTC does not appear to trace any issues for that year therefore it
may be a lost work. The poems “Cossey ... written in the album there, May 24th 1786” and “The poet’s
thanks to Miss Canning for the beautiful pictures of Miss Leigh ...” appear unrecorded. Copies of several
letters are included also, penned in the volume soon after Potter’s death in 1804: “A copy of a letter
written by Dowager Lady Spencer to the Rev’d Robert Potter Scarning ... May 2nd 1796 ...” and “a copy
of the letter written by Ld. Thurlow Ld. Chancellor of England to the Rev’d Robert Potter April 16
1788”, with the text of accompanying letters of reply by Potter. The volume as a whole charts the
trajectory of Potter’s literary taste from the 1750s into the 1780s.
Provenance: Lloyd Tyrell-Kenyon, 6th Lord Kenyon, Baron of Gredington (1947-2019).

£3500
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WHITECHAPEL HORSE SLAUGHTERERS - TWO COPPER PLATES FOR TRADE CARDS

19. [LONDON.] Willm. Monk. Horse slaughterer, Field Row, North Green, Whitechapel
Road ...
[London, c.1815.] Copper plate (8.4 x 12.7cm) engraved with design for a trade card, very good. [TOGETHER
WITH]
William Barber. Successor to the late William Monk, licensed horse slaughterer ... Iron
Gates, near the distillery, Whitechapel Rd. ...
[London, c.1825, with Barber’s name added to the plate c. 1830.] Copper plate (8.3 x 12.5cm) engraved with design
for a trade card, very good. The two plates mounted in a modern white card mount (approx. 35 x 45cm) with
accompanying modern printed impressions on paper of both cards.

Evoking the urban gothic of early nineteenth century East London, these two rare examples of copper
printing plates for trade cards advertise the businesses of William Monk and William Barber, horse
slaughterers in Whitechapel. The earlier plate for William Monk appears to date from c.1815. Headed by
an image of an horse and cart the text advises “the utmost value given for horses & all other cattle alive or
dead and fetched away at the shortest notice”. Monk’s business appears to have expanded, with the second
plate of c.1825 depicting an iron-gated premises “near the distillery” in Whitechapel road, the text noting
“manufacturer of genuine horse fat, preferable to any other for sail cloth, tarpauling, mills, engines & other
machinery ... The description & marks of every horse brought to this establishment are carefully entered
in a book, & when improperly obtained every facility given to detect the offender ... The average number
of horses slaughtered being from 50 to 60 per week ...” Evidently the business was continued by William
Barber, whose name appears to have been added to this copper plate c.1830 after he had taken over Monk’s
business.
£950
GEORGIAN HOUSEHOLD CONTENTS IN MANUSCRIPT INVENTORY

20. [SANDFORD,
Mr.]
An
inventory of all
the household
goods,
plate,
china, glass, & c.
of the late Mr
Sandford taken
7th
day
Feb[ruar]y 1793.
[England.] 7 February
1793. Manuscript, ink
on paper. 4to (16 x
20cm) [34] pages of
text with additional
blanks at end, very
good in contemporary
marbled card wrapper,
light
wear
to
extremities.

Penned for probate purposes and signed off on 7 February 1793 this manuscript records “all the household
goods, plate, china, glass, & c. of the late Mr Sandford.” The inventory delineates the house contents of a
middle class Englishman of the 1790s room by room: “atticks ... maids room ... china closett ... lumber
room ... dining room ... green room ... front room ... room adjoining ... best parlour ... small parlour ...
kitchen ... brewhouse .. garden ... closett in hall ... delph[ware] ... celler ... linnen ... china in closett up
stairs ... glass ... ”. In addition to furniture the contents include chattels ranging from “a [p[ai]r of dimity
window curtains” to “a telescope” to “a Pope Joan table, matts & fishes” (a board game) to “a sett of chimney
ornaments.” There is also a list of books penned over eight pages and several pages of “[silver] plate” and also
listings of china and kitchenware.
£750
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MANUSCRIPT RECORD OF BUILDING WORK AROUND SOUTHWARK

21. [LONDON.] [Account book recording building work and carpentry carried out for
clients in the vicinity of Southwark.]
[Southwark & surrounds, London.] [c.1803-c.1814 ] Manuscript, ink on paper. 4to (15.5 x 20cm) [1, index], 1-2,
[2], 3-62, 62-145, [79] pages, some dust marking but legible throughout, approx. final 20 leaves with uncut edges
causing some marginal dustiness & a little fraying touching a few letters ( not affecting sense of text), contemporary
plain vellum, contemporary restitching at spine, rubbed, darkened & worn at extremities by use, but sound.
Evoking life around the streets, commercial premises and houses of the London borough of Southwark,
this manuscript account book of a general builder offers a detailed record of works, in particular
bricklaying and carpentry, carried out for different clients from c.1803-c.1814, often including the
employment of additional labourers. In many cases the locations of clients are noted next to their names:
“Mr Wilson Kent Street” (p.28); “Mr Adams in the Minories for makein new curbs ...” (p.33); “Mr
Donavan repairs in White Street ... easing the sash ... for a Portland chimney ... raising and repairs of the
roof ...” (p.35); “Mr Collinge Swan Yard ... putting up closet ...” (p.52); “Mr Cottington Cow Cross”
(p.84); “Mr Leach Wallworth” (p.88); “Mrs Judkin Leadenhall Market (p.95); “Mr Spragg & Bond” [rag
merchants of 101 Blackman Street?]; “Mr Stevens & Captn Gallaspe for work done on board The Liberty
... smoothing the hatchway & preparing for the berths ...” (p.106); “Mr French Poultry”, (p.111); “Mr
Palmer in The Poultry” (p.114); “Mr Sturmy Blackman Street” (p.136); “Messrs Rose & Cahuac”
[booksellers?]; “Mr Fox of the 3 Tuns” (p.145).
A rare survival offering a window on everyday London life at the start of the nineteenth century, this
manuscript is of value both from a social history perspective and as a record of tasks, with prices for
materials and labour, carried out by a general builder.
£1750
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“PRINTED ON THE SPOT” AT OPENING OF NEW FLEET MARKET

22. [LONDON.]
Front elevation
of the New Fleet
Market, from
Stone Cutter’s
Street ...
Printed on the spot
(by permission) by J.V.
Quick, of 36, Bowling
Green
Lane,
Clerkenwell. [1829.]
Handbill. Oblong 4to
(sheet approx 21 x
17.5cm) woodcut
over letterpress text,
framed by printed
border, laid on old
album backing sheet,
a few old creases,
otherwise very good.

This woodcut-illustrated handbill commemorating the opening on 20 November 1829 of the New Fleet
Market in London’s Farringdon was printed “on the spot”, presumably on a portable press, by John
Vandenburg Quick, then of 36 Bowling Green Lane, a printer specialising in street literature, broadside
ballads and accounts of London trials. The architect is noted as William Mountague (1773-1843), from 1816
surveyor to the City of London.
No other example traced. Not in OCLC or British Museum online catalogue.

POSTER FOR RADICAL LONDON PUBLISHER’S POPULAR MISCELLANY

23. HONE, William. Hone’s Table Book ... No. 43
October 20, 1827 ... The desolation of Eyam ...
Cromwell’s weddings ... Description of Wrestling in
Devon and Cornwall ... Sir W. Scott’s description of
his family picture ... with cuts ... published every
Saturday ...
[London, October 1827.] Broadside. Folio (approx. 28.5 x 45 cm)
printed on one side on yellow paper, one edge uncut, some negligible
marginal dustiness, very good.

Printed on yellow paper, this poster issued in October 1827
was produced for the radical London bookseller and
publisher William Hone (1780-1842). It advertises his Table
Book, one of his popular miscellanies that were issued in parts
in an affordable format aimed at a broad readership. Inspired
by the ideas of Thomas Holcroft (1745-1809) and William
Godwin (1756-1836) Hone had set up in business on
Lambeth Walk c.1800. He involved himself in various
political movements, in particular supporting the poor,
protesting against the rising prices of theatre tickets and
campaigning for improvements to conditions in lunatic
asylums. This must have been intended for placing in the
window of Hone’s shop or nearby. Little of this sort of
large-format advertising material from the early nineteenth
century has survived.
£350

£250
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“LETTERS TO A MOTHER ON THE MANAGEMENT OF INFANTS”

24. [CHILDCARE.] Letters to a mother on the management of infants and children, embracing
the important subjects of nursing, food, clothing, exercise, bathing, &c.With cursory remarks
on the diseases of infancy and childhood, with a particular reference to their prevention.
London, printed for Burton and Briggs. 1817. First edition. 8vo (11.5 x 19cm) xii, 143, [1]pp., with half-title, a very good
copy, uncut in original grey boards, grey paper spine sometime renewed to style, printed spine label, light wear to extremities.
First edition, rare, of this Regency-era childcare manual. Intended as a “plain and useful directory for mothers,”
the preface advises that “practical utility” was the guiding principle in assembling the wide-ranging content:
“the indispensible duty of every woman who can, to nurse her own child ... beneficial influence of suckling
... sleep, importance of ... nursery, requisities of a good one ... on what to be fed when weaned ... on the
drink of children ... importance of pure air and regular exercise ... remarks on the subject of walking ...
importance of attention to dress ... mischief resulting from tight dressing ... injurious consequences of too
warm or too cold clothing ... materials for dress, what best ... great importance of attention to the feet ...
advantages of bathing ... importance of cleanliness ... on washing ... common causes of disease in infancy and
childhood ... improper indulgence in food ... remarks on crying ... on worms ... on patent medicines ...” It is
not surprising that very few copies have survived.
OCLC lists 2 locations only (College of Physicians of Philadelphia; British Library).

£1250
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FIRST LETTER-WRITING MANUAL FOR GEORGIAN LADIES

25. [KIMBER, Edward.] The ladies complete letter-writer; teaching the art of inditing letters
on every subject that can call for their attention, as daughters, wives, mothers, relations,
friends or acquaintance. Being a collection of letters, written by ladies, not only on the more
important religious, moral, and social duties, but on subjects of every kind that usually
interest the fair sex ...
London, printed for the editor, and sold by T. Lownds in Fleet-Street. 1765. Second edition, “with corrections and additions.”
8vo (10 .5 x 18cm) [4], iii, [7], 274pp., with engraved frontispiece (“S.Wale delin. Isaac Tayor sculp.”) a few negligible
marginal stains, a very good copy in contemporary roan, spine compartments ruled in gilt, light wear to extremities.
This book is considered the first guide to English letter-writing for women of the Georgian era. Published
anonymously, the editor has been identified as the writer Edward Kimber (1719-1769), traveller in America
in the 1740s, novelist, and editor of the London Magazine from 1755. In his preface he emphasises his efforts
to present letters of “elegant style”, the extensive selection of sample correspondence being arranged in four
parts: “Letters of advice to young ladies and others, from parents, relations and guardians, on the most
important subjects ... Letters relating to love, courtship, marriage, and the conduct of a married life ... Letters
on various subjects of importance and amusement, viz. From wives to their husbands, in many situations; from
sisters to their brothers; on death; on the pleasures of the country, and the joys of the town, female oeconomy;
hiring and management of servants; dress, balls, assemblies, &c. &c. and of compliment and civility ... Various
forms of messages by cards.” The 125 letters here included by Kimber were drawn from a variety of printed
sources, including both previously-published writing manuals and eighteenth century literary works, together
offering a panoply of possibilities for mid-Georgian female correspondence. Both the first edition (London,
1763), a Dublin edition (1763) and this second edition of 1765 “with corrections and additions”, are all of the
utmost rarity.
ESTC locates 4 copies only (British Library; Huntington Library; John Hopkins University; Rice University).

£3500
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QUAKER PHYSICIAN & BOTANIST WITH AMERICAN CONNECTIONS

26. [GREEN, Valentine.] John Fothergill. MD: FRSA: SA.
[London.] Painted by G. Stuart. Engrav’d by V. Green, mezzotinto engraver to his Majesty, and to the Elector Palatine.
Publish’d June 1.st 1781 by G. Stuart and V. Green No. 29, Newman Street, Oxford Street. Mezzotint. (platemark
approx. 25.2 x 35.4 cm; sheet approx. 35 x 53cm), uncut edges, in a very good state of preservation.
A scarce mezzotint portrait of John Fothergill (1712-1780), Quaker physician and botanist with American
connections. Produced in 1781 by London printmaker Valentine Green (1739-1813) after a painting by
Gabriel Stuart (fl.c.1780-1790), this seems to be the most evocative depiction of Fothergill to survive.
The son of Yorkshire Quaker preacher John Fothergill (1676-1745), as a young man he excelled at
medicine at Edinburgh, afterwards moving to London where he became a popular and wealthy private
physician, finding time to collaborate with William Hunter (1718-1783) in setting up a medical society.
Fothergill was an energetic Linnaean botanist and active Quaker, becoming the correspondent for the
English Friends in reporting details of their annual meeting to the Quakers in Philadelphia. He became a
close friend of Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790) and was much involved with American affairs, becoming
a trustee of the Pennsylvania Land Company in 1760 and fundraising for the New York Hospital in 1771.
Other philanthropic activities included support for the abolition of the slave trade and prison reform. A
pamphlet urging the repeal of the Stamp Act was published as Considerations relative to the North American
colonies (London, 1765). An excellent impression on an uncut sheet with ample margins.
£1250
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LONDON QUAKER
MARRIAGE AT
DEVONSHIRE HOUSE

27. [QUAKERS.] [Alexander
Forbes of London, merchant
... and Elizabeth Askew ...]
Having publickly declared
their intentions of taking
each other in marriage,
before several meetings of
the people ... called Quakers
in [London] according to
the good order used among
them ...
[“Meeting-house near Devonshire
Square, in London”, 6 August 1727.]
Engraved marriage certificate,
printed on single sheet of vellum
(approx. 40 x 64cm) contemporary
completions penned in ink, with
signatures of marrying couple & over
100 witnesses (penned at foot of
document & running over to head of
sheet on verso), 5 shilling blue paper
embossed tax stamp at top of sheet,
old folds, verso with some light
dustiness & manuscript docket titles,
old folds, very good.

Quaker marriages seem to have
been recorded on manuscript
certificates at least as early as the
1660s, these documents being
the principal written record of
such unions. Some time before
the end of the seventeenth
century printed forms with
spaces for completion by hand were introduced. This engraved form printed on vellum, a scarce example of a
relatively early certificate, is dated 6 August 1727 recording the marriage of “Alexander Forbes, of London,
merchant, son of Alexander Forbes, late of Blackfoord, near Aberdeen, in Scotland, gentleman, deceased, &
Hellin, his wife, him surviving, and Elizabeth Askew, daughter of J[oh]n Askew, late of Ayloff Street, in
Goodmans Fields, merchant, dec[ease]d”.
A notable feature of Quaker marriage certificates is that those in attendance at the wedding would sign their
names at the foot of the document as witnesses.The over 100 signatures penned here constitute a valuable
record of the London Quaker community associated with the meeting at Devonshire House, Bishopsgate
Street, in the 1720s, a building that had been used by Quakers since 1666 when the fire of London destroyed
their principal location at the Bull and Mouth Inn. Included amongst the signature here are the wealthy linen
merchant David Barclay of Cheapside (1682-1769), son of Quaker author Robert Barclay (1648-1690), and his
wife Priscilla Barclay; the apothecary Thomas Mayleigh (1667-1732), Hatton Garden wine merchant and
philanthropist Samuel Wilson (1692-1769) and draper Jacob Wyan (1688-1730). Given the Aberdeenshire
connections of the groom Alexander Forbes, it is not surprising that some of those present appear to have been
visiting from afar, and that some appear to have Scottish ancestry. “Robert Gerard” perhaps can be identified as
the prominent Aberdeen Quaker merchant then resident at Rotterdam. The “Edward Walbank” who has signed
here is likely to be the same Quaker recorded as emigrating to Philadelphia with his wife in 1732.
The earliest printed Quaker marriage form that we have traced is dated 1697 (Wing H1162B, a single example
located at the Bodleian Library).
£1250
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MOROCCAN WALLET PRESENTED AS GIFT BY LONDON MERCHANTS

28. [WALLET.] [A red morocco embroidered wallet, made in Tetuan in Morocco in 1762,
given “to Mrs Ann Hosier ... with Smith & Courts compliments.”]
[Tetuan, Morocco, 1762.] Leather wallet (dimensions when closed: 16 x 10cm) soft red morocco, embroidered in silver
thread with geometric designs inside and out, with owner’s name & date of manufacture embroidered on the internal
pockets:“To Mrs Ann Hosier 1762 ... with Smith & Courts compliments”, four internal pockets (each side with an internal
divider of brown goatskin with dogtooth cut edges), exterior joint cracked with some loss of leather, exterior rubbed with
some losses to embroidery, wear to extremities.

This wallet was manufactured in Tetuan in Morocco in 1762, the embroidered text to the interior
recording that it was presented as a gift “to Mrs. Ann Hosier ... with Smith & Courts compliments.” We
have traced a record of Smith & Court as merchants in London with premises at 55 Red Lion Street,
Clerkenwell (see: Bailey’s Northern Directory, Warrington, 1781, pp.112). Clearly they must have had some
trading interests in Morocco and Mrs Hosier presumably was a valued client or friend of their trading
house. Tetuan during the eighteenth century established itself as an important mercantile centre, supplying
the British garrison at Gibraltar. The community of foreign merchants there included French, English and
other European nationalities. The accession of Sultan Mohammed III (1710-1790) in 1757 heralded an era
of increased Moroccan cooperation with European powers and the signing of numerous peace treaties.
Comparable wallets were produced in the Ottoman Empire for European travellers and diplomats in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. A charming rarity evoking British trading connections with North
Africa in the eighteenth century, this wallet is also noteworthy as a rare example of Georgian-era
promotion of a company brand through personalised gift presentation.
£1250
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“NEW INTEREST POCKET-BOOK” FOR ANNUITIES, SHARES & LOTTERIES

29. LYDAL, Thomas. A new interest pocket-book:
containing tables of simple interest, at the rates of 3, 4
1/2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 l. per cent. per annum, from one
thousand pounds to one shilling for one day, &c.
exactly computed to the thousandth part of a penny.
Also tables of compound interest, at the rates of 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, and 10 l. per cent. per ann. for 32 years.
Resolving the cases of interest and annuities.
London, printed for A. Bell ... and R. Gosling. 1710. First edition.
12mo (8 x 17cm) [144]pp., flyleaf with ink ownership inscription
“Rich. Goldisburgh 1726”, rear pastedown penned with a few
contemporary calculations, very good in contemporary plain sheep
binding, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this “new interest pocket-book” compiled
by Thomas Lydal, “one of the accomptants to the Honourable
Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Revenue of Excise.” The
dedication is addressed to Whitlock Bulstrode (1652-1724).
Including simple and compound interest, this volume served
the needs of the new speculator class and would have been of
use to brokers, landlords, and adventurers in the lottery.
Several pages of sample calculations are included at the end
with examples concerning annuities, leases and the financial
structuring of a recent lottery. Lydal published several other
works, including Vulgar and decimal arithmetic demonstrated and
made easie to the meanest capacity.. (London, 1710). We have not
bee able to trace any subsequent editions of this title.
ESTC lists 2 copies only (British Library; Folger Shakespeare
Library).
£750

CONNECTICUT TO CALCUTTA - SHIPS’ PROVISIONS INCLUDING TEAS & SPICES

30. [INDIA.] Russell and Co. ship chandlers
provisioner & wine merchant’s & c. No. 36 New china
bazar opposit Fairlie Place.
[Calcutta, c.1850.] Broadside. Folio (26.5 x 42cm) some
contemporary ink manuscript price notations, woodcut of a ship at head
of sheet, old folds, note in margin concerning “Scotch ...Whiskey”, old
folds, very good.

A rare survival, this printed broadside lists ship provisions sold
in Calcutta by an Indian branch of the American trading house
Russell and Company from premises at No. 36 New China
Bazaar, opposite Fairlie Place. Founded by the Connecticut
merchant Samuel Russell (1789-1862) at Canton in 1824, the
company was involved in the trade in opium, tea and silk. This
sheet offers an overview of mid-nineteenth century Indian
naval supplies, including “wines ... dried fruits ... hermetically
sealed provisions ... teas ... country preserves ... English
pickles ... bottled fruits ... jams and jellies ... spices ...
livestock”
The list offers a varied mix of imported and local Indian
foodstuffs and drinks: “prime Europe mess beef ... Jamaica
rum ... tamarind hilsa fish ... pine cheese ... mango chutney ...
preserved China ginger ... goava jelly ... lime juice ... Mogul
sauce ... Chitagong fowls ... Patna sheep ... ”
£450
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MEZZOTINT OF CELEBRATED PORTRAIT BY ROMNEY

31. [DICKINSON, William.] [Benedetta Ramus.]
[London, William Dickinson after George Romney. c.1779.] Mezzotint, proof before lettering (sheet approx. 20 x
28.2cm, platemark approx. 18.1 x 25.3cm) very good.

A very good impression of this rare mezzotint portrait, a proof before lettering, depicting a youthful
Benedetta Ramus (d.1811) resting her hands and chin upon a volume of Johnson’s edition of
Shakespeare.This was one of two mezzotints of the sitter produced by the engraver William Dickinson
(1746-1823) after a portrait by George Romney (1734-1802). Together with her sister Elizabeth
(1751-1848) she was painted also by Thomas Gainsborough (1727-1788). Of Anglo-Jewish descent, her
father Nicholas Ramus (d.1779) was senior page of the backstairs to king George III at St. James’s Palace.
On 15 February 1777 she married Sir John Day (1738-1808) advocate-general of the East India Company
at Bengal. As Lady Day she was catapulted into the upper echelons of Calcutta society. Chaloner Smith 65;
Horne 102 I of II.
£650

GEORGIAN AMUSEMENTS AT
SPA FIELDS PANTHEON IN
ISLINGTON

Rare Books

32. [LONDON.] The Pantheon
Macaroni.
London, printed for Rob.t Sayer. No. 53 Fleet
Street. [c.1772.] Mezzotint (platemark
approx. 11.4 x 15.1cm, sheet approx. 12.7 x
16.2cm) very good.

This satirical mezzotint of c.1772
depicts a “Pantheon Macaroni”
accompanied by two Georgian ladies at
the Spa Fields Pantheon in Islington, a
rowdy tea-house that operated between
1770 and 1774. The frock-coated
macaroni and one of the young women
are gazing intently at one another. He is
offering her a cup of tea from his tea
tray, the accompanying tea-drinking
accoutrements having being pictured in
dainty detail. BM Satires 5097.
£450

MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT IN GEORGIAN
LONDON’S PUBLIC GARDENS

33. [LONDON.] True happiness. A new song sung
in the publick gardens ...
[London, c.1780?] Broadside slip-song (10 x 35cm) 2 woodcuts,
old folds, strengthening to verso along horizontal fold & at lower
left corner, slight marginal fraying.
A rare survival, this Georgian broadside song sheet can
be dated to c.1780. The London “publick gardens” in
which such songs were sung included Vauxhall, Ranelagh
Gardens in Chelsea, Sadler’s Wells and Hampstead. The
woodcut at the head of the sheet displays an eighteenth
century gentleman in a frock coat, while that at the foot
depicts Bacchus, bearing a wine bottle and raising his
glass.

ESTC lists 2 copies only (British Library; Cambridge
University Library).
£250
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REGENCY SONG SHEETS PRINTED IN
COVENT GARDEN

34. [PITTS, John.] The traveller’s amusement.
[London.] Pitts, printer, toy and marble wareho[u]se 6,
Great St. Andrew Street [Seven] Dials. [c.1820.] Song
sheet. (19 x 48cm) [BOUND WITH]
[PITTS, J.] The evening star. [&] The light
bark.
2 slip songs unseparated on a single sheet, each with
imprint: [London.] Pitts, wholesale toy and marble
warehouse, 6 Great St. Andrew Street, Seven Dials. Song
sheet. (18 x 24cm) [c.1820.] [BOUND WITH]
[PITTS, J.]The country sports.
Pitts printer wholesale toy and marble warehouse 6, Great
St. Andrew Street, [Seven] Dials. [c.1820.] Song sheet.
(16.5 x 44cm) [BOUND WITH]
[PITTS, J.?] The new Olympic songster.
[London, John Pitts?, c.1820.] Song sheet (19 x 47cm).
Together 4 sheets pasted together along inner margin,
woodcut illustrations at heads of sheets, unbound, some
edges uncut, a few negligible stains, old folds.

These song sheets were printed by John Pitts
(1765-1844) of Great St. Andrew Street, Seven
Dials, in London’s Covent Garden, and can be dated
to c.1820. At the beginning of the nineteenth
century Pitts was considered the principal London
printer of this long-established genre of street
literature. The blocks used to print the woodcut
illustrations on each of these ballads most probably
date from the second half of the eighteenth century.
£450

FROM REGENCY PICCADILLY TO PARIS BY
COACH

35. [HORNE, William.] Coach Office, 41,
Regent Circus, Piccadilly, in connection
with the Golden Cross, Charing Cross.
Coaches, vans & waggons to most parts of
England, Ireland and Scotland; Paris, and all
parts of France, Germany and Italy ...
[London, c.1825] Handbill. 4to (19 x 24cm) text framed
by decorative printed border, contemporary ink note to verso,
very good.

This handbill of c.1825 issued by William Horne
(1783-1828), proprietor of the Coach Office at 41,
Regent Circus, Piccadilly, and the Golden Cross,
Charing Cross, advertises coach services connecting
“to most parts of England, Ireland and Scotland;
Paris, and all parts of France, Germany and Italy.”
The times for coaches for various English cities are
included, together with a notice, in a prominent
typeface, concerning the possiblity of travelling to
“Paris, via Calais or Boulogne, every morning, in
connection with the Messageries Royales,
Rue-notre-dame des Victoires, à Paris.”
£250

Rare Books

FEMALE MEZZOTINTER’S PROOF IMPRESSION

36. [JUDKINS, Elizabeth.] Frances Lady Bridges.
[London.] F. Cotes pinxt. Elizth. Judkins fecit. Printed for Robt. Sayer No. 53 in Fleet Street. [c.1770?] Mezzotint,
proof impression on wove paper (platemark approx. 11.3 x 15.2cm, sheet approx. 14.8 x 21.3cm) very good, sheet
with two uncut edges.
This scarce example of a print engraved by a female mezzotinter of the Georgian era bears the imprint
of Elizabeth Judkins (fl. 1770-c.1814), an associate of the engravers Thomas Watson (1750-1781) and her
brother-in-law James Watson (1739-1790). A proof impression of this mezzotint portrait after Francis
Cotes (1726-1770), it depicts Frances, Lady Bridges (1746-1825), wife of Sir Brook Bridges
(1733-1791). A larger version by Judkins from which this was reduced, also published by Sayer, bears a
date in the plate of 1770. See: BM 1902,1011.2938 for comparison.
£450
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CHINESE TRAVELLING TRUNK BOUND FOR THE WUDANG MOUNTAINS

37. [CHINA TRADE.] [A Chinese export travelling trunk.]
[Canton, c.1830.] Travelling trunk (approx. 32.5 x 63 x 26cm) black leather over camphor wood, edged in brass, panels
framed with brass studs, brass handles at either side, brass loop at front of lid, shield-shaped brass keyhole escutcheon, interior
lined with original floral brocade paper, original oval manufacturer’s label (“Ashoe No.5”) pasted inside lid, nineteenth
century Chinese ink text penned on exterior of base, some wear to extremities, around hinges & along leather exterior lid
joint, overall in a very good state of preservation.

This Chinese export trunk for travellers was made in Canton c.1830. The small oval label pasted inside the
lid indicates that the manufacturer was “Ashoe” of Canton and that this was the proprietor’s “No. 5” trunk size.
The sturdy exterior is of black leather over wood with brass fittings while the interior retains the original
oriental brocade paper displaying a decorative floral design in gilt on a white background. The base of the
exterior is penned with an intriguing nineteenth century ink inscription in Chinese characters that can be
translated as “Wudang Mountains ...Versed in the literary and martial arts for generations”, with a further
carrier’s note indicating that the shipment was “bulky”. Dedicated to the deity Xuanwu, the monasteries and
temples of the Wudang Mountains in the Chinese province of Hubei are renowned as a centre of Taoism and
the practice of Tai Chi.
£1250

Rare Books
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PRINTED MENU FROM PIONEERING PARISIAN RESTAURANTEUR

38.
[BEAUVILLIERS,
Antoine.]
Beauvilliers,
restaurateur, anciennement
à la grande Taverne de la
République, Palais-Egalité,
no. 142, présentement Rue
de la Loi, no. 1243. Prix des
mets pour une personne les articles dont les prix ne
sont point fixes, manquent.
[Paris.]
De l’Imprimerie de
Porthmann, successeur de Desenne,
rue neuve des Petits-Champs, no. 23.
[c.1802.] Printed broadside. Large
folio (42 x 57cm) printed in three
columns, with
contemporary
manuscript ink annotations adding
prices and a few extra menu items, old
folds, printed on thick laid paper
watermarked “F. Andrieu”, verso with
contemporary ink annotation
“Chambres”, a few negligible fox
marks, very good.

A rare example of a printed
menu issued by the pioneering
Parisian restauranteur Antoine
Beauvilliers (1754-1817), author
of the influential cookery book
L’art du cuisiner (Paris, 1814). It
can be dated to c.1802 from the
street location and imprint of the
printer Porthmann who seems to
have been active at the address in
the imprint from c.1800-c.1805.
Completed with contemporary
prices in manuscript and with
several additional dishes added by hand, this menu offers a valuable overview of the extensive and
sophisticated dishes offered by Beauvilliers to his fashionable and wealthy clientele. Printed in three columns,
the sectional titles are: “Potages ... Entrées de Bœuf ... Entrées de patisserie ... Entrées de volailles ... Entrées
de veau ... Entrées de mouton ... Entrées de poisson ... Rots ... Entremets ... Dessert ... Vins ... Vins de
liquers ... liquers”. Presumably Beauvilliers opened the restaurant premises listed here at “Rue de la Loi, no.
1243” after the peace of the Treaty of Amiens in 1802, which precipitated an influx into Paris of wealthy
foreign tourists. His first establishment at La Grande Taverne de Londres in the Palais Royal, considered by many
to be the prototype of the Parisian grand restaurant, is thought to have operated between c.1782 and c.1795.
By 1814 Beauvilliers is recorded as having revived La Grande Taverne at rue Richelieu. As an imposingly large
and early example of a modern single-sheet restaurant menu this can be considered an item of some
significance in European culinary history.

We have not been able to locate another example of this printed menu, however a lengthy and humourous
account of dining at this restaurant, with details of Beauvilliers’ menu contents, is supplied by Francis William
Blagdon (1778-1819) in Paris as it was and as it is ... (London, 1803, pp. 440-458): “Good Heaven! the bill of
fare is a printed sheet of double folio, of the size of an English newspaper. It will require half an hour at least
... Let us see; Soups, thirteen sorts. – Hors-d’œuvres, twenty-two species. –Beef, dressed in eleven different
ways. Pastry, containing fish, flesh and fowl in eleven shapes. Poultry and game, under thirty-two various
forms.-Veal, amplified into twenty-two distinct articles. –Mutton, confined to seventeen only. – Fish,
twenty-three varieties. –Roast meat, game, and poultry, of fifteen kinds ...”
£1250

Rare Books

FRENCH RED MOROCCO WALLET FROM NAPOLEONIC ERA

39. [WALLET.] [A red morocco wallet, the interior with tabbed monthly dividers.]
[France, c.1800.]Wallet, straight-grain red morocco (approx. 26.5 x 14 x 3cm when closed) folding flap with
oval metal fastenings, the catch operated by sliding metal button, internal green concertina pockets tabbed with
gilt-titled red leather labels, some interior wear to dividers & labels, light wear to extremities.

This red morocco wallet dating to c.1800 was produced in France at the beginning of the
Napoleonic era. The tabbed dividers within the green concertina interior bear labels for different
months. Presumably the wallet had some sort of mercantile function for storing accounting
papers or letters that needed to be arranged on a monthly basis. Looking at the gilt-titled names
of the months it is clear that the earliest labels on the tabs bear the names of the French
Republican calendar, however some additional labels bearing the traditional French months are
present also, pasted on over the earlier labels. This suggests that the wallet must have been used
both before and after 1806, when the French Republican calendar was abolished.
£450
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RED MOROCCO PORTEFEUILLE OF PROMINENT SHIPOWNER IN LA ROCHELLE

40. [WALLET.] [Red morocco wallet of La Rochelle shipowner Pierre-Marie Kermel.]
[Paris, c.1806.] Wallet, straight-grain red morocco (approx. 29 x 16.5 x 3cm when closed) folding flap with silvered
brass fastenings, interior bearing small oval engraved paper label of “Delaville ... papetier ... Paris,” internal green card
dividers tabbed with gilt-titled red leather labels, front of exterior with gilt-stamped ownership inscription “M.r K/mel
négociant à La Rochelle”, light wear to extremities, very good.

This imposing red morocco wallet can be dated to c.1806 and was manufactured in Paris. The ownership
of the prominent La Rochelle shipowner and merchant Pierre-Marie Kermel is indicated by the
gilt-stamped inscription to the exterior. Kermel was involved with some privateering ventures from
Saint-Malo and is recorded in business with François-Marie Delorme-Villedaulé (1783-1855) of
Saint-Servan, owner of privateering vessels. The small engraved label pasted in the interior identifies the
manufacturer: “Delaville, 1er fabriq.t de registres élastiq. md. Papetier. Rue Neuve des Petits Champs ... à
Paris.” The tabbed dividers to the interior bear labels for different months, the names being that of the
traditional French calendar which was reintroduced in France in 1806 following the use for more than a
decade of the French Republican calendar.
£950

Rare Books

GRAND TOUR GUIDE TO GERMAN MINERAL SPRINGS

41. MARCARD, Heinrich Matthias. A short
description of Pyrmont, with observations on
the use of its waters. Abridged from the German
...
London, printed for J. Johnson. 1788. First edition in English.
8vo (12.5 x 20cm) [8], 67, [1]pp., a few pages with some
negligible marginal foxing, very good in contemporary marbled
wrapper, light wear to spine & extremities.

First edition, scarce, of this guide for British travellers
visiting the German mineral springs at Bad Pyrmont in
Lower Saxony. This was the first English translation to be
published, abridged from Beschreibung von Pyrmont
(Leipzig, 1784-5) by Heinrich Marcard (1747-1817),
“physician to His Majesty’s household at Hanover,
member of Royal Academy of Sciences at Naples, and of
the medical societies at Paris, Edinburgh and
Copenhagen”. The preface advises that this translation
“has the advantage of having been revised by the author
of the original work; and he has added several things
which are not yet published ...” Chapter headings
include: “description of the place and its conveniences ...
On some remarkable objects in and around Pyrmont ...
On the different mineral springs ... On the effects of the
internal use of the Pyrmont water ... Directions for
drinking the water with advantage ...” Details of the best
routes to Pyrmont from England are appended.
£650

EARLY STEAM PACKET SAILING FROM LONDON TO OSTEND

42. [GRAND TOUR.] The directors of the
General
Steam
Navigation
Company,
respectfully inform the public that their
superior packet The earl of Liverpool, cap.n A.
Peake, will leave London for Ostend, and Ostend
for London, during the month of March 1828, in
the following order ...
[London, 1828.] Handbill (approx. 12 x 16.5cm) printed on
both sides (verso with text in French), text framed by typographic
border, woodcut ship printed at head of each side, very good.

This double-sided handbill in both English and French
advertises the timetable for March 1828 for a relatively
early cross-channel steam packet service sailing
between London and Ostend. The General Steam
Navigation Company had been founded in 1824 and
pioneered the use of steam ships for short crossings
between Britain and Europe. Timings, prices and other
details are listed: “ ... A separate cabin, and female
attendant for ladies. Refreshments to be had on board.
The Company’s vessels have every requisite
accommodation for the comfort and convenience of
passengers ...”
£250
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GRAND TOUR IN LITHOGRAPH BY AMATEUR PRINTMAKER

43. [WHITBY, Mary
Anne
Theresa.]
Sepolcro di Plautio.
M.A.T. Whitby. Litho.
Newlands.
1826.
Lithograph, on thick wove
paper (sheet approx. 34 x
25cm, printed area approx.
29.7 x 20.3cm) very good.

This rare lithograph
depicting the tomb of
the Plauzia family near
Tivoli was produced by
Mary Anne Theresa
Whitby (1783-1850).
This and the subsequent
three prints offered in
this catalogue are
examples of a small
number produced by her
from her own drawings
and printed at her private amateur lithographic press. Whitby had inherited the substantial estate of
Newlands near Poole Bay in Hampshire from Admiral Sir William Cornwallis (1744-1819). During a trip
to Italy her interest in sericulture was aroused, which let to the publication of A manual for rearing silkworms
in England (London, 1848) and correspondence with Charles Darwin.

We have not located any examples of this or other prints by Whitby in the British Museum or elsewhere.
Provenance: Hon. C. Lennox-Boyd.
£250
STALACTITES IN SARDINIAN GOTHIC GROTTO

44. [WHITBY, Mary
Anne
Theresa.]
Grotto of Neptune.
M.A.T.
W.
Litho.
Newlands,1829.
Lithograph, on wove paper
(sheet approx. 26 x 20.5cm,
printed area approx. 17 x
10cm) very good.

This rare lithograph
depicting
Neptune’s
Grotto, the stalactite
cave near Alghero on
Sardinia, was produced
by Mary Anne Theresa
Whitby (1783-1850).
The cave was discovered
by fisherman in the
eighteenth century and
became popular with
tourists. Provenance:
Hon. C. Lennox-Boyd.
£250

45.
[WHITBY,
Mary
Anne
Theresa.]
San
Pietro in Vaticano,
dal Monte Mario.
M.A.T. Whitby. Litho.
N e w l a n d s, c . 1 8 2 6 ]
Lithograph, on thick
wove paper (sheet
approx. 38 x 27.5cm,
printed area approx. 31
x 20cm) very good.

SAINT PETER’S FROM MONTE MARIO

This rare lithograph
depicting
Saint
Peter’s Basilica in the
Vatican from the
Monte Mario was
produced by Mary
Anne
Theresa
W h i t b y
(1783-1850).
Provenance: Hon. C.
Lennox-Boyd.
£250

NELSON’S GIFT OF SILVER TO A SARDINIAN CHURCH

46. [WHITBY, Mary
Anne Theresa.] Nelson’s
gift
to
Maddalina
Church.
M.A.T. W. Newlands,1829.
Lithograph, on wove paper (sheet
approx. x cm, printed area
approx. 20 x 26cm) very good.

This rare lithograph depicts
the solid silver crucifix and
pair of candlesticks given by
Vice-Admiral
Horatio
Nelson (1758-1805) in 1804
to the church of Santa Maria
Maddalena in Sardinia as a
show of gratitude to the local
population
for
their
assistance in victualling his
fleet on several occasions.
(See: Denis V. Reidy, Lord
Nelson, HMS Victory and
Sardinia - A Forgotten
Episode?, The Electronic
British Library Journal,
2007.) Provenance: Hon. C.
Lennox-Boyd.
£250
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WATERCOLOUR TRANSPARENCY OF MOONLIT ITALIANATE CAPRICCIO

47. [TRANSPARENCY.] [Moonlit Italian lakeside capriccio.]
[Italy, c.1820.] Watercolour on sheet of paper (approx. 29 x 34.5cm) small areas heightened with
varnish, a few small marginal creases, light wear to corners.

This rare example dating to c.1820 of a watercolour transparency depicts a moonlit Italian
lakeside capriccio. Transparencies of this type, both printed and in watercolour, were
intended to be backlit by natural or artificial light, this enhancing the scene depicted by
adding actual illumination to augment the visual effect of the light source illustrated in the
transparency. In this case when the transparency is illuminated it is the moon that is the
source of light, the moonlight shining over the surface of the lake highlighting an ancient
tower, figures with a dog in the foreground, and donkeys resting at the lakeside.

£750

Rare Books

ITALIAN GRAMMAR TAUGHT BY TUSCAN TUTOR IN GEORGIAN BATH

48. BORZACCHINI, M. Guelfi. The Tuscan master; or A new and easy method of acquiring a
perfect knowledge of the Italian language in a short time, divided into two parts: containing
the rudiments and the syntax of the language; composed, digested, and explained, in a more
concise, accurate, and easy manner than any ever yet attempted.
Bath, printed and sold by R. Crutwell, for the author. 1791. First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 18.5cm) xvi, 320pp., with
half-title, engraved heraldic bookplate of “John Mark Gourgas” [c.1800?], small ink annotation to flyleaf corner “perfect
J.J.J.G”, marbled pastedowns, contemporary speckled calf, flat spine gilt in compartments with urn tools, original black
leather label titled in gilt, speckled edges, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this Italian grammar by Dr. M. Guelfi Borzacchini, a language tutor resident in the
fashionable Georgian spa town of Bath at the end of the eighteenth century. He outlines his approach in the
preface: “having been a long while employed in the study and art of teaching the Italian language; born and
liberally educated in Tuscany, that part of Italy where it is spoken with the utmost purity and elegance; I
presume it will not be arrogancy in me to have attempted a grammar of the true Italian language ... This
work is divided into two parts: the first contains the rudiments of the language, methodically digested ...
the second, called the syntax, treats of the construction and signification of words and sentences, with
particular attention to the elegancies and particularities in writing and speaking, more recently adopted by
the Tuscans ... the best examples for the imitation of the learner ... ” The provenance of John Mark Gourgas
I (1766-1846) of London and Milton, Massachusetts, is indicated by the engraved bookplate of [c.1800]; the
ink annotation to the flyleaf (“perfect J.J.J.G”) presumably was penned by John James Joseph Gourgas
(1777-1865).
ESTC lists 4 locations only (Advocates Library Edinburgh; Harvard University; Houghton Library Harvard
(2); US Library of Congress).
£950
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ENGLISH GRAMMAR & PHRASEBOOK FOR GERMANS

49. KING, John. The true English guide for Germans … Der getreue Englische wegweiser …
Leipzig, printed for Christian Gottlob Hilscher. 1775. “Now reprinted for the ninth time, with many useful additions
and corrections.” 8vo (11 x 17cm) [6], 492, [6]pp., facing title-pages in English and German, contemporary tree calf,
flat spine richly gilt tooled with geometric bands design, all edges red, original manuscript label titled in gilt, some wear
along joints but sound, light wear to extremities.

The work of “Johann König, Englischen sprachmeistern in London”, this was the most popular English
language guide for Germans in the eighteenth century. First printed in London in 1706 as A compleat English
guide for High-Germans, subsequent editions were produced in Leipzig, with twelve editions printed by
1802. The content evolved over time, with this edition of 1775 offering: “1. A new and useful grammar;
2. A copious and well digested vocabulary; 3. Phrases and idioms; 4. A collection of proverbs; 5. Familiar
dialogues; 6. A collection of choice letters; 7. An historical account of the magnificence and splendour of
the city of London. 8. Directions and superscriptions for English letters. 9. A collection of the most usual
proper and nick-names of men and women as also of the chief places in the world, English and German.”

All editions are scarce, most being recorded only in a few copies in German or Polish libraries. This edition
not traced in ESTC.
£550

Rare Books

ANGLO-ITALIAN GRAMMAR WITH SENTENCES FROM SAMUEL JOHNSON

50. BARETTI, Giuseppe Marc’Antonio. A grammar of the Italian language, with a copious
praxis of moral sentences. To which is added an English grammar for the use of the Italians.
London, printed for C. Hitch ... 1762. First edition. 8vo (13.5 x 19.5cm) [6], 108, 288pp., flyleaf with contemporary
ink initials (“WVS”[?]), a very good copy in contemporary calf, spine ruled in gilt with raised bands, original gilt-titled
label, light wear to extremities.

A very good copy of the first edition, scarce, of this Italian grammar by Guiseppe Marc’Antonio Baretti
(1719-1789). Known as Joseph Baretti during his years in England, the Turin-born literary critic, writer and
lexicographer was one of the most influential Italian expatriate residents of mid-Georgian London,
becoming a close friend of Samuel Johnson (1709-1784). This copy includes the rare advertisement leaf for
Baretti’s Dictionary. In the succinct preface the author introduces his Grammar:

“After having corrected and enlarged the Dictionary, I examined the Italian grammars that have been written
for the use of the English; but I found them so perplexing, so defective, and so needlessly tedious, that I
thought of compleating my apparatus by giving this nation a new one of my own. And as books of this kind
generally fall into the hands of youth, whom experience has not yet taught the ways of the world, I have
added to it a Praxis of sentences, collected from the works of my friend and instructor Mr. Samuel Johnson.
To these two small works a short grammar is joined for the use of my countrymen, which I hope will make
the language of this great nation known in some distant parts of the continent of Europe.”
£750
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THE SCHOOL FOR HUSBANDS - GEORGIAN NOVEL IN GERMAN TRANSLATION

51. [NOVEL.] Die Männerschule. Aus dem Englischen.
Leipzig, bey Johann Friedrich Junius. 1777. 2 volumes bound in 1. First edition in German. 8vo (11 x 17.5cm) 168;
166pp., occasional negligible toning, contemporary painted patterned paper wrapper, spine with contemporary paper
labels titled in manuscript, some wear to paper at joints and spine but sound.

First edition in German translation, rare, of The school for husbands ... (London, 1774). “Written by a lady”,
this Georgian epistolary novel is centred on Hon. Edward Dashwood, torn between a financially
advantageous marriage to Lucy Grafton and his mistress Diana Bellers. Following his marriage to Lucy,
Dashwood is assailed by his mistress in various ways, including by the parading of his illegitimate son
Edward Bellers. The plot culminates in an attempt by Diana Bellers to murder Lucy, the event precipitating
the full exposure of Dashwood’s infidelity. Themes of illegitimacy, pregnancy, lust and marital fidelity are
seasoned with sentimental tension.

“As the ladies are generally acknowledged to be superior to our sex in all works of imagination and fancy,
we doubt not this is deemed a sufficient reason for placing their names in the title-page of many a dull,
lifeless story which contains not one single female idea, but has been hammered out of the brainless head
of a Grubstreet hireling. We quote not, however, the present work as an instance of this imposition, nor do
we doubt, from many of the scenes which is describes, the femality of its author. The story is lively, natural,
and affecting; well told, and free from those frequent episodes which are so often introduced in works of
this kind, and which are too much for even the patience of a reviewer.” (The Monthly Review, vol. 50,
London, 1774, p.327).
OCLC & VD18 locate 1 copy only (Göttingen).

£1950

Rare Books

ENGLISH EPIC POEM REPRINTED FOR
GERMAN READERS

52. GLOVER, Richard. Leonidas. A poem.
Leipzig and Breslau, printed for J.E. Meyer. 1766.
8vo (10 x 16.5cm) xx, [2], 262pp., very good in
contemporary German calf-backed marbled boards,
spine gilt in compartments with floral tooling,
original leather label titled in gilt, all edges red,
green silk bookmark, marbled pastedowns.
Printed in Germany for the publisher Johann
Ernst Meyer of Breslau, this scarce edition of
the hugely popular English epic poem Leonidas
(London, 1737) by Richard Glover
(1712-1785), was reprinted for a German
Anglophile readership. Glover’s father had in
fact been a merchant in Hamburg and the
poem, describing the exploits of the king of
Sparta, themed on “military glory, and love of
liberty,” was thought by some to have been
inspired by Frederick, Prince of Wales
(1707-1751).

ESTC locates 5 copies only of this edition (bL;
ePOZp; nNIC; nCSmH; nDLC).
£350
“I HAVE WRITTEN A PAMPHLET INSTEAD OF A LETTER”

53. WRAXALL, Nathaniel William. [Autograph letter signed, to Mrs. [Sarah] Jenkins, offering
comments on her daughter Mrs. [Marianne] Colston’s Journal of a tour in France, Switzerland
and Italy ... together with other musings both literary and historical.]
Charlton, 10 & 11 February 1823. Autograph letter signed. 4to (18.5 x 22.5cm) [3 1/2] pages on bifolium, verso of
second leaf incorporating manuscript address panel & seal impression in red wax (a classical chariot), starting at lower foot
of spine fold, thin old album guard strip attached along spine joint (not obscuring text), very good.

Sir Nathaniel William Wraxall (1751-1831) is remembered as
a travel writer and memoirist, in particular for his Cursory
remarks made in a tour through some of the northern parts of Europe,
particularly Copenhagen, Stockholm, and Petersburgh (London,
1775) and his much-read Historical memoirs of my own time ...
(London, 1815). In this lengthy autograph letter of 10
February 1823, addressed to Mrs. Sarah Jenkins of Shepton
Mallet, he begins with commentary on his reading of the
recently-published book by her daughter Mrs Marianne
Colston (1792-1865), Journal of a tour in France, Switzerland
and Italy during the years 1819, 20 and 21... (London, 1823),
praising in particular her account of travels in the Eastern
Pyrenees. Noting that he has “written a pamphlet instead of a
letter”, Wraxall races through several other topics: his own
visit to Rome in 1779 and the fact of his son Charles, “a
capital draughtsman” is in Italy at present; his opinions on
Mrs Jenkins’ poems; hints on writing (“the less authors say of
themselves & their family adventures, the better”);
recommendations for reading (“... Miss Aikin’s Mem[oir]s of
James the 1st ... Laurent’s Tour in Greece, Turkey & c. ...”)
and the sacred quality of the laurel tree.
£450
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FRENCH ÉMIGRÉ’S GOTHIC NOVEL - READ BY WILLIAM GODWIN

54. [CHAUVIGNY, Françoise-Fortunée-Pauline de.] Les deux amis. Par Mme. la Dsse. De***
A Londres, chez Dulau et Compagnie. Et se trouve à Hambourg, chez P.F. Fauche et Compagnie. 1802. 3 volumes. First
edition. 12mo (10 x 16.5cm) [4], 252; [4], 326; [4], 232pp., each volume with engraved frontispiece (“[Jean François]
Dunant del.”), occasional negligible toning, very good in original leather backed marbled boards, small modern book labels
to pastedowns (“F.M.Caye”), light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this gothic novel witten by Françoise-Fortunée-Pauline de Chauvigny de Blot
(1761-1829). From 1792 she became the Duchess of Piennes following her marriage to ardent French
royalist Louis-Marie-Celeste D’Aumont (1762-1831), Duke of Piennes. Having fled France with other
supporters of the Bourbon dynasty the duchess was in London by 1793 when her husband appears to have
abandoned her - two law suits were brought against her in 1797, the court finding that she had been deserted.
She is recorded moving in literary circles in London – the diary of William Godwin (1756-1836) records his
dining with her twice in 1798 together with others, with notes in 1802 recording his reading of what must
have been this novel (22 & 23 October 1802). Set in Italy and England and centred on the travails of Lady
Georgina Cecil, the narrative is one of love rivalry and kidnapping. The naming of Lord Cecil’s
valet-de-chambre as “Goodwin” might be a reference to William Godwin. The imprint notes joint publication
by the London émigré publisher Armand Bertrand Dulau, a former French monk of the Benedictine order,
and Pierre François Fauche, a royalist émigré born in Switzerland at Neuchâtel, who became a central figure
in the French expatriate literary community in Hamburg. In 1804 a Parisian edition was printed, with an
English translation being published as Italian jealousy, or the history of Lady Georgina Cecil (London, 1803) by
Thomas Hurst of Paternoster Row, publisher of many gothic novels and pioneer of the gothic chapbook.
Some two decades later the duchess produced her second gothic novel, published in France as Gabriela ...
(Paris, 1822).
OCLC locates 5 copies only (University of Illinois; National Library of Sweden; Yale University; University
of Oxford; Göttingen).
£2500

Rare Books

SCANDALOUS ENGLISH FEMINIST NOVEL REWRITTEN FOR FRENCH READERSHIP

55. [HAYS, Mary.] La chapelle d’Ayton, ou Emma Courtney ...
Paris, chez Maradan. 1810. 4 volumes. [Second edition.] 12mo (11 x 19cm) viii, 278; [4], 256; [4], 301, [1]; [4], 267,
[1]pp., with half-title in each volume, a very good set, crisp & uncut in the original blue sponge-painted paper wrappers,
spines with contemporary printed labels, light wear to extremities.

This translation of the semi-autobiographical epistolary novel Memoirs of Emma Courtney (London, 1796) by
the radical feminist intellectual Mary Hays (1759-1843) was very popular in France. In England the novel was
considered scandalous in some quarters on account of the inclusion of themes delineating female sexuality,
lust, adultery and suicide. This French translation appears to have attracted some scholarly interest on
account of the extensive plot alterations introduced by the writer and journalist Pauline de Meulan
(1773–1827). This second edition includes both de Meulan’s anonymous preface to her first edition (Paris,
1798) and her new prefatory address to this second printing. Both editions are scarce.

OCLC locates 7 copies only (Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Universitätsbibliothek Kassel; New York
Public Library; Universitätsbibliothek Bonn; Universitätsbibliothek Basel; Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève;
Bibliothèque Nat. & Univ. Strasbourg).
£1250
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GEORGIAN NOVEL OF MANNERS DISCOVERED IN FRENCH TRANSLATION

56. [HIGGS, Henry.] Aurélia, ou
La vie du grand monde, traduit de
l’Anglois ...
A Amsterdam, et se trouve à Paris, chez
Briand. 1789. 2 vols. bound in 1. First
edition in French. 8vo (10 x 16.5cm) [4],
269, [1]; [4], 240pp., with half-titles, very
good in contemporary leather-backed blue
paper-covered boards, spine ruled in gilt with
original red leather label titled in gilt, head
& foot of spine with a little wear to
extremities.

First edition in French translation,
scarce, of the epistolary High life: A novel.
Or,The history of Miss Faulkland (London,
1767) by Henry Higgs. This is a novel of
manners, somewhat anticipating Evelina
(London, 1778) by Fanny Burney
(1752-1840), that received favourable
reviews in England, in particular
garnering more than five pages in The
critical review (vol. 24, London, 1767,
pp.350-355):

“The manufacturers of novels, in one
respect, resemble the bakers of
gingerbread; for their ingredients are
the same, and the chief difference lies in
the manner of disposing the
decorations. Whether they are in the
shape of a king, a queen, or a cuckold,
they still consist of flour, water, brown
sugar or treacle ... The manufacturer
whose work lies before us, has (to do
him justice), the merit of baking it in
the lightest manner, and of
proportioning his ingredients with
tolerable skill, so as to prevent it from cloying his customers. The reader, as upon many similar occasions,
forms already an idea of miss Faulkland’s being a divinity in flesh and blood. She is daughter to a parson
who is dead; and though happy in her rural retirement, is sent for to town by her aunt-in-law, lady
Wellford, a very good kind of woman, but no better than she should be. Her life is a continual scene of
dissipation. She is distractedly fond of play, has very bad luck, is reduced in her circumstances, and
depends for retrieving them upon her daughter, who is heiress to a large fortune. Her necessities prevail
upon her to betray our heroine to Sir Harry Courtney, who is a married man and a fashionable husband
... We shall not particularize all the treacherous schemes practised against our heroine ... she falls at last
into the hands of a noted bawd, who pretends to be a woman of fortune and character, and that the
courtezans she entertains in her house are her virtuous daughters ...”
The original English title from which this French translation was made seems previously to have been
identified as several other works, including Samuel Hoole’s Aurelia; or, the contest (London, 1783) and The
lady’s drawing-room. Being a faithful picture of the great world (London, 1744), as cited in both Rochedieu
(Appendix I, 53) and Martin, Mylne & Frautschi (89.4). However, having compared the texts we have
discovered that the English source text is High life.
£950

Rare Books

NOVEL OF GEORGIAN VICE & VIRTUE IN FRENCH TRANSLATION

57. [REEVE, Clara.] Les deux mentors, ou, Mémoires pour servir a l’histoire des mœurs
angloises, du 18me. siecle. Traduction libre de l’anglois ...
A Amsterdam et se trouve à Paris, chez Prault. 1784. 2 volumes. First edition in French. 12mo (10 x 16.5cm) [4],
284, [2]; [4], 312, [2]pp., with half-titles & final errata leaves in each volume, very good in contemporary
leather-backed ochre paper-covered boards, spines with original black leather labels titled & numbered in gilt,
joints starting in places but boards firmly attached on stitching, light wear to extremities.

First edition, scarce, of this French translation of The two mentors: a modern story (London, 1783) by
the Suffolk poet and novelist Clara Reeve (1729-1807). Following the success of The Old English
Baron: A Gothic Story (London, 1778) Reeve set out in this epistolary novel to address contemporary
themes, hoping to promote social virtues and highlight the excesses of late eighteenth century British
society. Two mentors, one his guardian, a worldly socialite, the other his tutor, a moderate
clergyman, struggle to influence the trajectory of the young Edward Saville as the temptations of
Georgian metropolitan life are laid before him. This translation was made by the playwright Pierre
Antoine de La Place (1707-1793), translator into French of numerous English plays, in particular
those of Shakespeare.

Rochedieu p.273. OCLC lists 7 locations only (Harvard University; University of Leeds; Hungarian
Academy of Sciences Library; Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Bayerische Staatsbibliothek;
Staatsbibliothek Bamberg; Universitätsbibliothek Augsburg).
£950
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MINERVA PRESS NOVELIST IN FIRST FRENCH TRANSLATION

58. [BENNETT, Anna Maria.]
Anna,
ou
l’héretiere
Galloise.
Traduite
de
l’Anglois ...
Londres, et se trouve a Paris, chez
Buisson. 1788. First edition in
French. 4 vols. 8vo (10 x 16.5 cm)
[4], 316; [4], 326; [4], 298; [4],
323, [1]pp., half-titles and index
pages in each volume, a very good set
in contemporary continental cat’s
paw patterned full sheep, each front
board stamped in gilt with name of
contemporary owner “M[onsieu].r
Richier Lainé”, flat spines gilt in
compartments with floral tools,
numbered & titled with gilt on red
leather labels, green silk bookmarks,
all edges red, marbled pastedowns.

An excellent copy of the first edition, scarce, of this translation into French of Anna; or memoirs of aWelch heiress.
Interspersed with anecdotes of a nabob ... (London, 1785) by the Welsh novelist Anna Maria Bennett (d.1808).
Offering an account of an orphan girl whose adventures lead her from humble station to wealth and title, the
highly-successful Anna sold out on the first day of publication and was the first of at least four novels by Bennett
published by William Lane (1745-1814), founder of the Minerva Press. The “nabob” mentioned in the English
title refers to the character Colonel Gorget, a villainous East India Company soldier returned from India,
whose attempts at seduction Anna fends off. Translated by Jean Gaspard Dubois-Fontenelle (1737-1812), this
was the first of two French translations.
£850
REGENCY ROMANTIC VERSE BY IRISH POET & TRANSLATIONS FROM GOETHE

59. ANSTER, John. Poems. With some translations from the German.
Edinburgh,William Blackwood ... and R. Milliken, Dublin. 1819. First edition. 8vo (10 x 16.5cm) viii, 244pp., title-page
with ink signature “L. Gibson”, further ink inscription to A1, “presented to me on New Years day by W.G. as a token of
remembrance Louisa Gibson”, a few notes in the margins, 19th century heraldic bookplate “Lord Ashbourne”, marbled
pastedowns, initial contemporary straight grained red morocco gilt, all edges gilt, some light rubbing, light wear to
extremities.

First edition, scarce, of this collection of poems by John Anster (1793-1867).
At Trinity College Dublin from 1814, Anster notes in his preface that “a few
of the smaller poems ... for some time in private circulation ... were printed
in Dublin in the year 1815”, however the majority of the content is printed
here for the first time. Anster’s “Lines on the death of her royal highness the
princess Charlotte ... Zamri, a fragment ... The dirge of Dargo ... The Harp
... Matilda’s dream, a dialogue” are accompanied by his translations from the
German of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832), including “The bride
of Corinth” and “To my absent mistress”, together with verse from Friedrich
Gottlieb Klopstock (1724-1803), Albrecht von Haller (1708-1777), Friedrich
Schiller (1759-1805) and Theodor Körner (1791-1813). Anster’s poetic
output continued sporadically throughout his career as a barrister at the Irish
Bar that culminated in his appointment in 1850 as Regius Professor of civil law
at Trinity College Dublin.
Provenance: gifted to Louisa Gibson (d.1853) by her husband William Gibson
(d.1872) of Rockforest, co. Tipperary, the bookplate is that of their son
Edward Gibson, first baron Ashbourne (1837-1913), lawyer and politician.
£450

Rare Books

GOTHIC GERMAN FOLK TALE IN LITHOGRAPH BY AMERICAN INVENTOR

60. [PERKINS, Jacob.] The
maid of Tangermunde who
having lost herself in a
wood fell asleep and on
waking found a stag by her
side, she mounted him and
was carried home.
Printed at the National Gallery
Adelaide St. London. [c.1836?]
Lithograph (sheet approx. 28 x
23cm) paper with light even toning,
some light wear to margins, small
closed tear at lower margin, very
good.

This rare lithograph depicts
“The maid of Tangermunde who
having lost herself in a wood fell
asleep and on waking found a
stag by her side ... mounted him
and was carried home.” This
German folk tale, known as Die
Jungfrau Lorenz und der Hirsch zu Tangermünde, was the subject of a musical work in 1836 by the German prodigy
Karl Anton Eckert (1820-1879) – this lithograph must have been produced at a similar date. The imprint
indicates that it was printed at the National Gallery of Practical Science on Adelaide Street, a London
institution for the exhibition of technological innovations founded in 1832 by the American inventor Jacob
Perkins (1766-1849), a pioneer of printing technology.

We have not been able to locate another copy of this print. Not in British Museum.
GOTHIC CANINE MELODRAMA

61. [BARRYMORE, William.] Theatre, Leeds ... On
Friday ... , July 7th, 1815 ... will perform the ... West
Indian ... After which ... a grand melo-dramatic
romance, called The forest of Bondy; or The dog of
Montargis ...
Howard Baines, printer, Leeds. [1815.] Playbill. 8vo (14 x 21cm)
uncut, very good.

This playbill records an early provincial production of the
seminal canine drama The dog of Montargis in Leeds on 7 July
1815. This English version by William Barrymore premiered
in London in September 1814 and was an adaptation of Le
chien de Montargis by René Charles Guilbert de Pixérécourt
(1773-1844). The plot was based on a fourteenth century
French legend. The murder of Captain Aubri, an officer in the
French service, in the forest of Bondy, is brought to light by
the sagacity of a dog. The animal not only sounds the alarm on
the death of his master, but saves the life of an innocent
person falsely accused as the perpetrator. As a theatrical
spectacle it seems to be considered noteworthy on account of
the play being the first instance of a trained dog peforming in
a significant role on stage. The playbill here notes the
appearance of “The original dog, Dragon, (from the
Theatre-Royal Covent-Garden)”.
£250

£750
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FIRST GOTHIC NOVEL BY AN AMERICAN WOMAN

62. [WOOD, Sally Saywood Barrell Keating.] Le baron illuminé.
A Versailles, chez Locard ... A Paris, chez Desprez. 1804. 2 volumes bound in 1. First edition in French translation. 12mo
(10 x 17cm) [4], 176 [i.e. 179 (final page mispaginated as 176)], [1]; [2], 184pp., with engraved frontispiece (“F. Huot
inv. de.”) & half-title to volume 1, volume 2 without half-title, corner of 1 leaf in volume 1 restored with a few words
renewed, small light stain to first 2 leaves in volume 1, pink silk bookmark, marbled pastedowns, a very good, fresh copy
in contemporary continental tree calf, flat spine gilt in compartments, original red leather label titled in gilt, a few cracks
starting along joints & spine but binding sound, light wear to extremities.

First edition of this French translation of what is considered to be the first gothic novel to have been written
by an American woman. Julia, and the illuminated baron. A novel ... (Portsmouth, New Hampshire, 1800) was
the work of Sarah “Sally” Saywood Barrell Keating Wood (1759-1855). Remembered as Maine’s first novelist
and the first American female author of gothic fiction, this was the first of her four published novels. The
title advises that the narrative here was “founded on recent facts, which have transpired in the course of the
late revolution of moral principles in France”. The French setting presumably was a factor in this being
selected for translation for a French readership. The noble heroine Julia (here in French translation Julie)
is imprisoned by the Baron de Launa, a member of the Illuminati, entrapped while her fiancé is away visiting
America, the trajectory of their eventual escape from revolutionary France to England taking in various
Radcliffean castles and hauntings. The novel seems to have attracted recent scholarly attention and this
French translation is of the utmost rarity.
OCLC locates 1 copy only (Bibliothèque Nationale de France).

£3500

Rare Books

MONASTIC GOTHIC IN REGENCY WATERCOLOUR TRANSPARENCY

63. [TRANSPARENCY.] [A nocturnal monastic funeral procession in a medieval chapel.]
[England, c.1815.] Watercolour on sheet of paper (approx. 24 x 31cm) watermark “J. Whatman Turkey Mill”, a few
negligible adhesions to blank verso, very good.

Dating from c.1815, this rare watercolour transparency depicting a nocturnal monastic funeral procession
in a medieval chapel exhibits the early nineteenth century British fascination with the gothic. Transparencies
of this type, both printed and in watercolour, were intended to be backlit by natural or artificial light, this
enhancing the scene depicted by adding actual illumination to augment the visual effect of the light source
illustrated in the transparency. In this case when the transparency is illuminated the light sources are the
moon and a mysterious glow shining out of the gothic crypt towards which a procession of torch-bearing
friars are carrying a shrouded corpse. This is very much in the style of the painter and etcher Franz Joseph
Manskirch (1768-1830) who worked in London between 1793 and 1819. Amongst his output are a number
of transparent prints produced for Rudolph Ackermann (1764-1834), including one printed in 1799
displaying the interior of a gothic crypt incorporating a similar illuminated vaulted ceiling composition (BM
1993,0725.27). Another comparable gothic genre printed transparency titled “Funeral of Eloisa” (also
published by Ackermann in 1799, BM 2010,7081.7630) depicts a torch-lit monastic funeral procession
under gothic arches.
£1250
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TRAINING GERMAN INFANTRY DURING AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE

64. WISSEL, Georg von. Der Jäger im Felde oder kurze Abhandlung wie der dienst bei
leichten Truppen im Felde zu verrichten ...
Göttingen, bei Johann Christian Dieterich. 1778. First edition. 8vo (12 x 20cm) 68pp., small [nineteenth century?]
private name stamp to flyleaf, very good in contemporary leather-backed speckled paper boards, spine in
compartments tooled in gilt with flower device, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of
this training manual
for highly mobile
German Jäger infantry
regiments. Several
companies of these
German
rangers
fought in the American
War of Independence
for the British Army in
North America, in
particular
from
Hesse-Kassel,
Hesse-Hanau,
and
Ansbac h-Bayreuth.
Printed in the German
university town of
Göttingen, this manual
was a product of the
military system of the
Hanoverian electorate
then ruled by British
king George III
(1738-1820),
the
author Georg von
Wissel
being
described on the
title-page
as
“Hauptmann
beim
Göttingischen
Land-Regiment
in
Kongl.
Grossbritt.
C h u r f ü r s t l .
Braunschw. Lüneb.” A
second edition was
printed in 1784.

OCLC locates 5
copies only (Society of
the Cincinnati Library;
Staatsbibliothek zu
Berlin; Universität
Göttingen; Institute
for Advanced Study
Library; Sächsische
Landesbibliothek).
£750

Rare Books

REVOLUTIONARY WAR ERA CONDUCT MANUAL
FOR YOUNG GERMAN OFFICERS

65. WOLFF, Carl Gottfried. Versuch über die sittlichen Eigenschaften und Pflichten
des Soldatenstandes für junge Leute von Stand und Erziehung, die sich den Waffen
gewidmet haben.
Leipzig, bey Christ. Gottlob Hilscher. 1776. First edition. 8vo (10.5 x 16.5cm) [16], 480pp., title-page & verso
with library stamp (Danish Artillery Corps library, dispersed), very good in contemporary speckled sheep gilt,
marbled pastedowns, all edges red, spine gilt with sunburst tool in each compartment, original gilt-titled label,
eighteenth century paper label at foot of spine with shelfmark penned in manuscript, front cover bearing
contemporary emblem of the artillery division of Christian VII of Denmark stamped in gilt on red morocco oval
backing.

A superior copy of the first edition, rare, of this conduct manual for German army officers.
Arranged under 32 headings, the content is directed at young officers drawn from the upper
echelons of German eighteenth century society and offers advice on topics including moral
conduct, married life, zeal for service, friendship, religious outlook of the soldier class, honour and
the desire for glory, bravery, conduct in combat and contempt for pain and death. A tangential
connection with the American War of Independence can be made given the date of printing (1776)
and the fact that several companies of elite German rangers fought for the British Army in North
America, in particular from Hesse-Kassel, Hesse-Hanau, and Ansbach-Bayreuth.
We have located 6 copies only (Newberry Library; British Library; Universitätsbibliothek
Augsburg; Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin; Universitätsbibliothek Göttingen; Sächsiche
Landesbibliothek Dresden).

£950
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SAILING TO QUEBEC WITH GERMAN AUXILIARIES SENT TO WAR IN AMERICA

66. [DU ROY, Anton Adolf.] Tagebuch der Seereise von Stade nach Quebec in Amerika durch
die zweyte Division Herzoglicher Braunschweigischer Hülfsvölker. Von einem Officier
unter des Herrn Obersten Specht Regimente.
Frankfurth und Leipzig, 1776. First edition? 8vo (11.5 x 18.5cm) 48pp., title-page with printed rococo ornament, very
good in modern continental sponge-painted paper boards in period style.

This rare voyage account consists of a diary recording daily observations on a sea crossing made from 31
May to 17 September 1776 from the German port of Stade via Portsmouth to Quebec with troops from
Lower Saxony. Sailing on the ship Lively, Lieut. Anton Adolf du Roy (1746-1823) served in the musketeer
regiment of Johann Friedrich von Specht (1715-1787). The content offers a valuable window into the
experience of the German units that saw service as auxiliary troops with the British army during the
American War of Independence. An English translation was published in 1927 (Egli, Clara (translator).
“Diary of voyage from Stade in Hanover to Quebec in America of the Second Division of Ducal Brunswick
Mercenaries,” The Quarterly Journal of the New York State Historical Association, vol.VIII, no. 4 (October,
1927), pp. 323 - 351.

Sabin 94200; Baginsky 530; Dippel 117. OCLC records 3 copies only (John Carter Brown Library;
Universitätsbibliothek Augsburg; Harvard University Library). This is one of two editions printed in 1776,
the other is of 64pp.with Frankfurt only in the imprint. Both editions are similarly rare.
£2750

CARIBBEAN TRADE DURING AMERICAN WAR SPARKS ANGLO-DUTCH CONFLICT

67. [WEST INDIES.] Nieuwe spiegel der jeugd,
of Britsche tyranny, voorgesteld in een
samenspraak tusschen vader en zoon. Op een
winter avond gehouden aan den haart.
Harlingen, by de Wed. Klaas Janz. De Vries. [1779.] First
edition. 8vo (14 x 22cm) 23, [1]pp., some light foxing &
paper toning at extremities, uncut & stab-sewn as issued in
original plain paper wrapper, some marginal fraying to
edges of wrapper, small contemporary shelfmark (“34”) noted
in ink on front cover.

This Dutch political pamphlet is presented as a book
for children in the form of a dialogue between a
father and son. The context of the American War of
Independence saw tensions build between the British
and Dutch, in particular on account of the Dutch
supplying munitions to the American rebels, notably
through the Dutch Caribbean island colony of St.
Eustatius. These tensions culminated in 1780 with the
outbreak of the Fourth Anglo-Dutch War. The text
here includes numerous references to historic
Anglo-Dutch mercantile and naval disputes in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, including in
the West Indies at Curaçao and St. Eustatius.

Knuttel, 19303. Beyond the Netherlands OCLC
locates 3 copies (New York Public Library; William
Clements Library, University of Michigan;
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin).
£450
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PROMOTION OF FREE TRADE - SUPPORTED BY THOMAS JEFFERSON IN PARIS

68. [VAUGHAN, Benjamin.] Nouveaux & anciens principes du commerce, comparés: ou
Traité sur les principles du commerce entre les nations; avec un appendice, ... Ouvrage
traduit de l’Anglois.
A Londres, imprimé par Galabin, Ingram-Court. 1789. First edition in French translation. 8vo (12.5 x 20.5cm) xvi, 167,
[1]pp., with additional folding letterpress table opposite page 140 (shaved at foot touching last line of text), a very good
copy in contemporary French leather-backed blue painted paper-covered boards, flat spine gilt in compartments, original
label titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.

First edition of this French translation, rare, of New and old principles of trade compared; or a treatise on the
principles of commerce between nations ... (London, 1788), by diplomatist and political reformer Benjamin
Vaughan (1751-1835). Offering arguments promoting the principles of free trade in the tradition of Adam
Smith (1723-1790), the book includes ideas for the replacement of protectionist policies with international
commercial liberty. References to the economic possibilities open to government in North America, France
and Great Britain are examined. The contents were summarised on the title-page of the English edition thus:
“I. The principal general means of aiding commerce. II. The balance of trade. III. The pre-eminence of
agricultural industry. IV. A comparison of prohibitions, bounties, and drawbacks. V. The commerce of grain.
VI. Navigation laws. VII. Laws concerning the interest of money.”

A close friend of Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790), the author Benjamin Vaughan had been involved in
assisting the British in negotiations in Paris for the Anglo-American peace of 1782-3. Thomas Jefferson
(1743-1826), during his time in Paris as American minister to France, corresponded with Vaughan
concerning the distribution of a number of copies of this French edition of Vaughan’s treatise on trade.
Printed in London by John William Galabin of Ingram Court, it was translated into French by
Joseph-Mathias Gérard de Rayneval (1736-1812), French diplomat and Under-secretary of state for foreign
affairs and trade. Vaughan’s American connections led to him moving in 1797 to settle permanently with his
family at Hallowell in Maine.

For Jefferson’s correspondence with Vaughan in relation to this book, see: The Papers of Thomas Jefferson,
vol. 15, 27 March 1789–30 November 1789, ed. Julian P. Boyd. Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1958, pp. 133–134. A copy of the English edition, New and old principles of trade ... is recorded in Jefferson’s
library: E. Millicent Sowerby, Catalogue of the library of Thomas Jefferson, Washington: Library of
Congress, 1953, Vol. III, p.440, 3548. ESTC locates 9 copies (Cambridge Trinity; LSE; Leeds Brotherton;
Winchester College Fellows; Boston Athenaeum; Bowdoin College; Columbia University; New York Public
Library; University of Kansas Spencer Research Library). OCLC adds Bibliothèque Nationale de France;
Harvard Business School Baker Library; Edinburgh University; American Philosophical Society Library;
Université de Poitiers).
£3500
AMERICAN REVOLUTION IN FRENCH LITERARY MISCELLANY
69. [FRANCO-AMERICAN.] Porte-feuille d’un exempt de
Police.
Londres [i.e. Paris?] 1785. First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 20cm) 86pp.,
title-with woodcut ornament, uncut in contemporary plain blue paper
wrapper as issued, some loss to paper along spine but sound, very good.

Uncut in contemporary blue paper wrappers as issued, this scarce
French prose and verse miscellany produced in 1785 in the
aftermath of the American Revolutionary War is much coloured by
Anglo-French hostility and Franco-American diplomacy, and
includes a number of pieces with specific American references:
“Couplets faits à l’occasion de ce que M. Le Comte de Rochambeau
avoit envoyé d’Amerique son fils au Roi ... Chanson sur la guerre
d’Amérique ... Pièces sur Monsieur Francklin ...” In 1785 Thomas
Jefferson (1743-1826) succeeded Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790)
in Paris as American Minister to France, though we have not traced
a copy of this work amongst the French pamphlets in: E.M.
Sowerby, Catalogue of the library of Thomas Jefferson.
£450
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COLLAPSE OF FOX-NORTH COALITION FOLLOWING AMERICAN WAR

70. [HEDGES, Edward.] Reynard caught at last or the [fox] in a Pitt.
[London.] Publish’d by E. Hedges No. 92 Cornhill March 19th 1784. Etching (platemark 26.1 x 23.7cm; sheet 27.4
x 25.3cm) finished in contemporary handcolour, a few negligible fox marks, very good.

A fine example of Georgian political satire, this handcoloured etching marks the downfall of the short-lived
Fox-North Coalition following the end of the American War of Independence in 1783 and the victory of
William Pitt at the General Election of March 1784. Charles James Fox (1749-1806), Frederick North
(1732-1792) and Edmund Burke (1729-1797) are depicted in mourning clothes, with Fox having fallen in
a hole in the ground, the poem engraved below declaring: “Three mourning patriots here are in the dumps,
They played their cards, but lost for lack of trumps, Renoun’d alike for eloquence and wit, the wily F-x has
tumbled in a Pitt.” BM Satires 6455.
£750

Rare Books

TOM PAINE & FRENCH REVOLUTION THREATEN ENGLISH LIBERTY

71. [SAYERS, James.] Loyalty – against – levelling. “Nought can make us rue, If England to
itself do rest but true”.
[London.] J[ames]. S[ayers]. Publ.d 15th Dec.r 1792 by Tho.s Cornell Bruton Street. Etching (sheet approx. 20 x
27.4cm, trimmed to platemark) very good.

Warning against the threat to English liberty posed by political support for the ideals of the French
Revolution, this print contrasts storm clouds gathering over tumult and disorder in France with an orderly
and sunny England. The English-born American political activist Thomas Paine (1737-1809) is depicted on
the English side of the sheet attempting to saw off an inn sign bearing an image of a crown. A similar crown
sign lies on the ground on the French side, trampled under the feet of revolutionaries, the wooden frame
that held it being converted to a gibbet, with a noose-tied rope descending from the top of the sheet. Other
details on the French side include a Roman Catholic priest hung from a tree, “l’arbre de la liberté”. Political
posters in support of Charles James Fox (1749-1806) and Thomas Paine are pasted on the French side of
the image. The talented caricaturist and propagandist James Sayers (1748-1823) opposed revolutionary
ideas and was allied to prime minister William Pitt the Younger (1750-1806). BM Satires 8138.
£850
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THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS IN GERMAN TRANSLATION

72. COOPER, James
Fenimore. Der lezte
Mohican.
Eine
Geschichte aus dem
Jahr 1757. Aus dem
Englischen
des
Amerikaners Cooper.
Stuttgart, Gebrüder Franckh.
1826. First edition of this
German translation. Four
volumes. 12mo (11 x 17.5cm)
252; 228; 248, [16(ads.)];
230, [10(ads.)]pp., occasional
negligible foxing, a very good
set, uncut in original plain
grey card wrappers, old
shelfmark notations penned in
corners of front covers, spines
with original printed labels,
light wear to extremities.

This rare German translation of The last of the Mohicans was printed in Stuttgart in 1826 following the English
editions printed at Philadelphia, London and Paris in the same year. James Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851)
arrived in Paris 22 July 1826, in part to provide a better education for his children and also seeking to gain a
more substantial income from his writing. The last of the Mohicans made Cooper into a literary celebrity in
France and he did not return to America until 1833. At least two other German translations, also rare, appear
to have been printed in 1826: Der Letzte der Mohicans ... (Braunschweig, F. Vieweg) and Der Letzte der Mohikaner
... (Frankfurt, J. D. Sauerländer).

OCLC locates 4 copies only (New York Public Library; Landesbibliothek Mecklenburg-Vorpommern;
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin; Thüringer Universitäts-und Landesbibliothek).
£650
VERSES ON CAPTAIN COOK, MAJOR ANDRÉ & JAMAICAN SLAVE REVOLT OF 1762

73. [SEWARD, Anna.] The muse’s pocket companion. A collection of poems. By Lord Carlisle.
Lord Lyttelton. Hon. C. Fox. Bishop Percy. Dr. Beattie. Goldsmith. Cumberland. Barnard.
Langhorne. Miss Seward. Miss Moore. Mr. Mallet. Mason. Garrick. Gray. Fitzpatrick Hayley.
Tickell.
Carlisle, printed by J. Milliken, bookseller, in the Market-place. 1785. Second edition. 8vo (11 x 18cm) [2], 289, [1]pp.,
front pastedown with ink ownership inscriptions including “Elizth Holmes Sepr 29th 1791”, flyleaves with a little marginal
discolouration, contemporary plain sheep, spine with original red leather label titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.
Provincially-printed in Carlisle in the North West of England by the bookseller
John Milliken, presumably the editor of the volume, this pocket-size collection
of British verse is noteworthy for the inclusion of two popular poems by Anna
Seward (1742-1809): her Elegy on Captain Cook (London, 1780) and Monody on
Major Andrè (Lichfield, 1781). Also present in the selection is a poem titled “The
death of Alico. An African slave, condemned for rebellion, in Jamaica, 1762”, by
the Jamaica planter and politician Bryan Edwards (1743-1800), author of The
history, civil and commercial, of the British colonies in the West Indies (London,
1793-1801). First printed in the Universal Magazine (1777) this influential poem
expressing sympathy for the plight of the condemned Alico, ending with the line
“And freedom to the slave!”, appears to have been printed several times in
miscellanies before inclusion in the book of his own poetry that Edwards
published later in Jamaica as Poems, written chiefly in the West-Indies (Kingston,
1792). Both this second edition of The muse’s pocket companion and the first
(London [i.e. Carlisle?], 1782) are scarce.
£750

Rare Books

ABOLITIONISTS & BLUESTOCKINGS IN GEORGIAN VERSE MISCELLANY

74. [POETRY.] The bouquet, a
selection of poems from the most
celebrated authors, with some
originals ...
London, printed by E. Hodson ... for J.
Deighton ... Debrett ... Richardson. 1792.
2 volumes. First edition of this selection.
12mo (10 x 16cm) xii, [1], 10-200; xvi,
[1], 10-192, 185-192pp., (complete), with
half-titles & subscribers list in vol. 2, in
contemporary tree calf, marbled pastedowns,
spines gilt in compartments with original
red & green labels titled & numbered in gilt,
speckled edges, joints starting but boards
firmly attached, light wear to extremities.

A very good set of the first edition,
scarce, of this substantial Georgian
pocket poetical miscellany. Directed at
a youthful readership, the anonymous
editor advises in the preface that in
selecting poems for inclusion, which
number over 190, an attempt has been
made to “blend instruction with
amusement.” The content offers an
overview of verse popular in the early 1790s – in addition to pastoral and sentimental pieces are a number
of poems supporting the abolition of slavery. Among these are included “On slavery”, “The negro’s
complaint” and “The African boy” by William Cowper (1731-1800), the anonymous “The African” and “The
slaves: - An elegy” by Robert Merry (1755-1798). Many women writers are featured, including pieces by
Anna Laetitia Barbauld (1743-1825), Mary Robinson (1757-1800), Hannah Cowley (1743-1809) and
Hannah More (1745-1833). The 7 pages of subscribers include a strong Cambridge contingent, with others
from further afield including “Miss Austen, Bath” and “Mr. W. Smith, Jamaica.”
£950
CHARLESTON QUAKERS & NATIVE AMERICANS ON THE FRENCH STAGE

75. CHAMFORT, Sébastien Nicolas de. La Jeune Indienne,
comédie en un acte et en vers, Représentée pour la premiere
fois par les Comédiens François Ordinaires du Roi, le 30 avril
1764 ...
Paris, chez Cailleau. 1764. First edition. 8vo (14 x 22cm) [2], 45, [1]pp.,
complete with half-title, uncut, stab-sewn in contemporary plain paper wrappers
as issued, fine.

A fine copy of the first edition, uncut in contemporary plain paper
wrappers as issued, of this hugely successful play by the French writer
Sébastien Nicolas de Chamfort (1741-1794). This was his first theatrical
effort, a colonial narrative based loosely on the story of Inkle and Yarico,
of which many versions were versified and dramatised throughout the
eighteenth century. Here in Chamfort’s play a young colonist named
Belton arrives in Charleston, South Carolina, and is faced with the
decision of choosing between marrying the daughter of a wealthy Quaker
named Mowbrai or remaining with his female Native American
companion Betti. This play is considered to contain the first
representation on the French stage of an American Quaker (see:
Echeverria & E.C. Wilkie, The French Image of America: 1658-1790,
764/2).
£350
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PHILADELPHIA YELLOW FEVER REPORTED IN QUAKER ALMANAC

76. [QUAKERS.] An almanack for the use of Friends, for the year 1794.
London, printed by James Phillips, George Yard, Lombard Street. [1794.] 12mo (7 x 11.5cm) 60pp., with additional
folding printed table, calendar section with some additional interleaved blanks, title-page with small strip of paper
excised at foot, library stamp of Charles I.Tabor to front pastedown & recto of initial flyleaf, very good in contemporary
plain sheep, retaining original clasps & catches, light wear to extremities.

This edition of 1794 was the first to be issued of this rare
Quaker pocket almanac. From the London press of the
Quaker printer James Phillips of George Yard, Lombard
Street, it includes a calendar, a compendious “account of
quarterly and monthly meetings in England and Wales,
1794” arranged by county and a folding printed timetable
of “York quarterly and monthly meetings”. A “list of
bankers in London”, and related financial information is
appended. Of particular interest here is the inclusion of
an account concerning the 1793 outbreak of yellow fever
in the American Quaker stronghold of Philadelphia,
headed: “In a letter from Philadelphia, dated 18th of 11th
mo. 1793, is the following short account of the disorder
which hath lately been so prevalent in the city ...”
(pp.54-58). This appears to be an edited version of the
account attributed to Samuel Rowland Fisher
(1745-1834) and Miers Fisher (1748-1819) of
Philadelphia printed as a Quaker newsletter titled:
Philadelphia, 11th month, 18th, 1793. Respected friend, As our
correspondence with most of our friends, both at home and
abroad, has been interrupted ... [Philadephia, 1793] (See:
ESTC).

We have traced only 1 copy only of this edition (Library
of the Religious Society of Friends, London).
YELLOW FEVER IN THE AMERICAS BY GUADELOUPE DOCTOR

£450

77. JAMMES, Jean-Baptiste. De la fièvre jaune
d’Amerique. Tribut académique. Présénté et
publiquement soutenu à la Faculté de
Médecine de Montpellier, le 7 Août 1818 ...
A Montpellier, chez Jean Martel. 1818. First edition. 4to (19.5
x 23cm) 20pp., very good, in modern plain grey paper wrapper.

This rare treatise on yellow fever summarises the
history of outbreaks in the Americas, with notes on
causes, symptoms and treatment. Prepared as a
dissertation at the French university of Montpellier in
1818, it is of particular interest on account of the
departure of the author, doctor Jean-Baptiste Jammes
(1797-1857), for the West Indies in 1819. He settled
permanently on the island of Guadeloupe, residing as a
physician at Goyave.

OCLC locates 4 copies only (British Library,
Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Bibliothèque
interuniversitaire de santé, Paris; Bibliothèque de
médecine, Strasbourg).
£350

Rare Books

YELLOW FEVER ON HAITI DESCRIBED BY FRENCH MILITARY PHYSICIAN

78. GILBERT, Nicolas-Pierre. Histoire médicale
de l’armée française à Saint-Domingue en l’an
Dix; ou Mémoire sur la fièvre jaune, avec un
apperçu de la topographie médicale de cette
colonie ...
Paris, Gabon et Comp ... De L’imprimerie de Guilleminet.
1803. First edition. 8vo (12 x 19cm) [4], 103, [1]pp.; bound
after: Sarrau, [Pierre], Dissertations chirurgicales ... sur
l’hémoragie & sur la carie des os ... Montpellier, Picot. 1786.
First edition. 157, [7]pp., very good in contemporary
leather-backed blue painted paper boards, spine gilt in
compartments with gilt flower tooling, original leather label
titled in gilt.
First edition, scarce, of this account of an outbreak of
yellow fever on the Caribbean island of
Saint-Domingue, now Haiti, by Nicolas-Pierre Gilbert
(1751-1814), a French military physician posted there
in 1802 as a member of the Napoleonic force sent to
attempt the reconquest of the colony following the
Haitian Revolution led by François-Dominique
Toussaint Louverture (1743-1803). The French troops
were decimated by yellow fever, the expedition
commander general Charles Leclerc (1772-1802)
himself succumbing to the disease. Gilbert offers a
detailed record of the course of the epidemic as it
spread through the invasion force, also including
sections on the geography of the island and related
medical topography, botanical observations and notes
on indigenous medicines used on the island.
Sabin 27350; Garrison-Morton 9657.

£950

YELLOW FEVER OBSERVED IN PHILADELPHIA & HAITI

79. DEVÈZE, Jean. Traité de la Fièvre Jaune ...
Paris, chez Aimé Comte. 1820. First edition. 8vo (13.5 x 21cm) [4], iii, [1],
xxxvii, [1], 311, [1]pp., with half-title, authorial autograph ink presentation
inscription to flyleaf “a Monsieur Maquinhan de la part de auteur”, [thick paper
issue?], marbled pastedowns with matching marbled edges, very good in
contemporary French tree calf, flat spine gilt in compartments with original label
titled in gilt.
First edition of this treatise on yellow fever by French physician Jean
Devèze (1753-1829). The content includes a detailed account of
observations made during his time in Philadelphia working at Bush Hill
Hospital during the epidemic of 1793; references are included also to
treatment of yellow fever from his experiences in the West Indies at
Cap-Français on the island of Saint-Domingue, now Haiti. Devèze was
considered an authority on the subject by the 1790s, having published An
enquiry into, and observations upon the causes and effects of the epidemic disease,
which raged in Philadelphia from the month of August till towards the middle of
December, 1793 ... (Philadelphia, 1794). This substantial manual,
collecting his further work on yellow fever over several decades, offers
a mature summation of his studies. A superior copy in full French tree
calf gilt - the flyleaf bears an authorial ink presentation inscription to a
“Monsieur Maquinhan”, presumably meaning McKinnon.
£650
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NAVAL SIGNAL SYSTEM PRAISED BY SIR JOHN ROSS

80. ROHDE, Lewin Jürgen. The universal sea language; being a complete code of signals for
day and night. Adapted to the use of vessels of all nations, and requiring no additional
flags, or means, but such as are found in every vessel, even the smallest fishing craft ...
translated from the Danish by captain H.B. Dallerup, R.D.N.
London, A.W.Webster. 1835. [TOGETHER WITH] ROHDE, L.J. Appendix to Captain Rohde’s Universal sea language
... London, 1840. Together two volumes. First editions. 8vo (15.5 x 22.5cm) xxviii, 174, [2]; 38pp., various tables &
diagrams in the text, title-pages & flyleaves with small nineteenth century ink stamp (deaccessioned from “Marinens
Bibliothek”: Danish Royal Navy Library), pastedowns with nineteenth century shelfmark stamp,the volumes bound in
matching full textured red morocco gilt, boards with elaborate gilt-tooled decorative borders, flat spines tooled & titled
in gilt, green endpapers, all edges gilt, negligible wear to extremities.

First edition, with the rare appendix, finely-bound in two volumes in matching contemporary full red
morocco gilt, of the English translation of the system of naval signals devised by Lewin Jürgen Rohde,
“captain in the Danish navy; captain of the port of St Thomas, West Indies.” This English translation opens
with a fulsome printed two-page “advertisement” from Arctic explorer Sir John Ross (1777-1856)
explaining the benefits of the system, in particular that “the only materials required on board any ship are
the flags under which she sails, jack, ensign, and pendant (the colour being immaterial), and two white
flags ...” Much of the book contains tables listing all manner of messages conveyed by numerical flag codes,
ranging over navigational matters, coastal features, health and quarantine.The appendix offers “directions
for giving the latitude and longitude ... secret signals ... telegraph signals ... night signals.”
The appendix appears especially scarce, OCLC locating a single copy (Cambridge University Library).

£950

Rare Books

BOSTON SHIP THAT CARRIED MISSIONARIES TO HAWAII

81. [WILLIAMS, F.] The Parthian, lying alongside the Virginia hulk.
[Boston?] F.Williams. 1825.Watercolour, sepia ink in pen & wash on paper (sheet 24.7 x 15cm, image 11.4 x 21.7cm),
very good.

The ship depicted in this watercolour, The Parthian, drawn in 1825, appears to be the same vessel that is
remembered for carrying American missionaries, members of the American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions, from Boston, departing 3 November 1827, to Honolulu, arriving 30 March 1828. The
ship was owned by the Boston merchant Josiah Marshall. For details of the voyage, see: Charles William
Miller, The voyage of the Parthian: life and religion aboard a 19th-century ship bound for Hawai’i, in: The
Hawaiian journal of history, vol. 40, 2006, pp. 27-46.
£450
VOYAGES OF COOK & ANSON CITED IN SCURVY DISSERTATION

82. HASTÄDT, Jakob Joachim. Dissertatio inauguralis medica
de scorbuto ...
Gottingae, Litteris Barmeierianis. [1792.] First edition. 8vo (10.5 x 17cm)
46pp., unbound & stab-sewn as issued, title with a few negligible marks & small
contemporary ink note at foot, very good.

This rare medical treatise on the subject of scurvy includes references
to the voyages of James Cook (1728-1779) and George Anson
(1697-1762) in connection with the history of the malady. Produced as
a dissertation in 1792 at Göttingen University by Jakob Joachim
Hastädt, the text charts the history, definition, varieties, causes,
diagnosis and prognosis, of the condition, with an appended list of
various medicines and cures appended. A number of British physicians
are cited, including David Macbride (1726-1778), Sir John Pringle
(1707-1782) and James Lind (1716-1794).

OCLC locates 5 copies only (British Library; Sächsische
Landesbibliothek; Universität Göttingen; Universität Leipzig;
Universität Tübingen).
£450
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WEST INDIAN PLANTER’S HOUSEHOLD
DRAMATISED
WITH NOTES FOR GERMAN READERS

83. TOWNLEY, James. High life below stairs, das ist:
die vornehmthuenden Bedienten ... High life
below stairs. A farce by James Townley. With a
variety of German notes explanatory of the
idioms and proverbial expressions, as well as the
manners and customs alluded to by John
Christian Hüttner.
Tubingen, printed for John George Cotta. 1802. 8vo (12.5 x
21cm) xvi, 111, [1]; 56pp., with additional double-sided folding
plate of musical notation, in two sections, the first with German
title-page (High life below stairs, das ist: die vornehmthuenden
Bedienten ... Tübingen, J.G. Cotta’schen Buchhandlung. 1802),
the second section with English title-page, flyleaf with ownership
inscriptions of “E.H. Schwabe 1804” & “August Schindel 1819”
[i.e. Carl Wilhelm Otto August von Schindel (1776-1830)],
German title with Schindel’s early nineteenth century ownership
stamp for his Schoenbrunn library (dispersed), very good in
contemporary painted paper boards, spine with original paper
label titled in manuscript, light wear to extremities.

Printed in Germany at Tübingen, this rare edition of High life below stairs, the popular Georgian comedy by
James Townley (1714-1778), consists of two parts. The English text of the play follows an extensive section
of notes in German “explanatory of the idioms and proverbial expressions, as well as the manners and customs
alluded to.” These were prepared by the translator Johann Christian Hüttner (1766-1847), resident in London
from the early 1790s. The play dramatised life in the London household of a wealthy Englishman with
plantation estates in Jamaica, “a young West-Indian of fortune” named Lovel, the cast including two servants
of Afro-Caribbean background named Kingston and Cloe.

OCLC locates 4 copies (Herzogin Anna Amalia Bibliothek; Staats-und Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg;
Staatsbibliothek Bamberg; Stanford University Library).
JAMAICAN PLANTER’S HOUSEHOLD ON GEORGIAN PROVINCIAL STAGE

£550

84. [PROVINCIAL THEATRE.] At the theatre in the
Bigg-Market Friday evening, being the 17th instant ...
will be presented, a comedy, call’d the English merchant
... to which will be added a farce call’d High life below
stairs ...
[Newcastle, c.1775.] Playbill. Small folio (approx. 18 x 30cm) a few
patches of toning, small old marginal repair touching two letters at
headline, contemporary ink annotations:( “£20.10[s].6[d.]” presumably
takings from performance of The English merchant; High life below stairs
crossed though with “Midas” penned in margin), old folds, very good.

This rare eighteenth century provincial playbill advertises
performances in Newcastle “at the theatre in the Bigg-Market”
staged by a touring company of players run by Michael Heatton
and Joseph Austin. Dateable to c.1775, the sheet includes a cast list
for High life below stairs, the popular Georgian comedy by James
Townley (1714-1778). The play dramatised life in the London
household of a wealthy Englishman named Lovel, owner of
plantation estates in Jamaica, the characters including servants of
Afro-Caribbean heritage. We have not traced any comparable
Newcastle playbills from this era in ESTC.
£450

Rare Books

ABOLITIONIST MESSAGE PROMOTED ON MEDAL

85. [SLAVERY.] [Medal bearing Wedgwood’s design of an enchained slave,
with text:] Am I not a man and a brother.
[London?, c.1790.] Medal, gilt bronze (diameter 3.3cm) obverse with design of kneeling slave and text
beginning “Am I not a man ...”, reverse with text beginning “Whatsoever ye would ...”, fine, with much
original gilding remaining, some light wear to extremities, old tone.

This medal in gilt bronze manufactured c.1790 was issued to promote the message of the
Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade. Soon after the formation of the
Society in 1787 a jasperware medallion was modelled by William Hackwood (d.1836) at
the behest of master potter Josiah Wedgwood (1730-1795) depicting an enchained slave
accompanied by text “Am I not a man and a brother?” This seminal image had been chosen
as the emblem of the Society and occupies the obverse of this medal, the reverse bearing
the text “Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them.” During
the 1790s abolitionist designs were incorporated into many everyday items such as tobacco
tins, fob seals, tokens and medals bearing variants of this and similar designs, which were
sold presumably to raise funds for the abolitionist cause.

Brown, L.A., A catalogue of the British historical medals 1760-1960, vol. 1, London, 1980,
p.64, 269. Dalton, R. & Hamer, S.H., The provincial token-coinage of the 18th century,
Middlesex, London, 1910, p.119, 236. Bronze examples in fine condition, in particular
with surface gilding remaining as here, are rare, with variants of this medal being found
more usually in a pewter-like white metal.
£2500
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DUTY FREE TORTOLA RUM BOUND FOR MAINE

86. [TORTOLA.] These are to certify all whom it doth concern, that [Samuel Harris] master
or commander of the [schooner York] ... bound for [Picscalaqua] hath here loaden and
taken on board [seven puncheons of rum duty free] ...
Tortola, Virgin Islands, 13 April 1773. Printed certificate, single sheet folio (21.5 x 33cm) manuscript completions,
signed in the margin by “Alex. Home collector” & “John Parye[?]”, original paper wafer seal attached in margin, negligible
wear at margins & along old folds, very good.

Rum, produced from either molasses or the juice of sugar cane, was one of the principal plantation exports
of the West Indies in the eighteenth century. This printed certificate issued on the island of Tortola in 1773
certifies that “ Samuel Harris master or commander of the schooner York... burthen twenty five tons ...
navigated with four men, plantation built ... bound for Picscalaqua ... hath here loaden and taken on board
seven puncheons of rum duty free ... and hath also given bond with one suficient suretie in the sum of one
thousand pounds sterling, that the said rum shall not be carried to or landed in the Isle of Man.” This
shipment of duty free Caribbean rum was bound for “Piscalaqua” , i.e. the Piscataqua river, presumably to
the town now known as Kittery, Maine. At the foot of the sheet is printed the title:“certificate for a ship
that gives bond in the plantations, and loads rum or spirits ...” - we have not been able to trace another
example of this form in ESTC or elsewhere.
£650

Rare Books

PLANTATION SUGAR SHIPPED FROM PORT ROYAL JAMAICA

87. [JAQUES, LAING & EWING.] [Letter signed, addressed to William Philip Perrin
Esqr., concerning shipments of sugar sailing from Port Royal, Jamaica, with notes
on growing conditions on his plantations, together with a related bill of lading.]
Jamaica, 27 November 1801 (& duplicating 31 October 1801). Letter signed. 4to (20 x 24cm) [3] pages on
bifolium, small marginal tear to second leaf from seal opening not touching text, verso of second leaf with
manuscript address panel & related postal markings, old folds, very good; together with enclosed related bill of
lading for a sugar cargo dated “Jamaica 10th October 1801” (24.5 x 12.5cm), printed with manuscript
completions, signed “Wm. Raddon”, old folds, very good.

This letter was sent from Jamaica in 1801 by agents Jacques, Laing & Ewing to London, addressed
to William Philip Perrin Esq., the owner of the substantial plantations Blue Mountain, Vere and
Grange Hill: “we beg leave to acquaint you of the following shipments from your estates by the
fleet appointed to sail from Port Royal ... next month and expected to rendezvous as usual at Port
Antonio ...” Details of the ships and quantities of sugar are noted together with some comments
on the weather and growing conditions on Perrin’s plantations. The letter was sent care of the
merchants Davidson & Graham of 14 Fenchurch Buildings, London. Of particular interest is the
inclusion of a bill of lading for “fifty hogsheads muscovado sugar” shipped on the Augustus Caesar,
master William Raddon.
£450
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SUGAR PRODUCTION AT BLUE MOUNTAIN ESTATE IN JAMAICA

88. BLAW, James. [Autograph letter
signed to William Philip Perrin,
concerning sugar production at Blue
Mountain estate on Jamaica.]
Blue Mountain Estate St. Thos. East [Jamaica], 22
July 1776. Autograph letter signed. 4to (19 x 22.5cm)
[2] pages on bifolium, verso of second leaf with
manuscript address panel & related postal markings,
small marginal tears to second leaf from seal opening
(not affecting text), old folds, very good.

Penned 22 July 1776 by James Blaw, overseer of
the Blue Mountain Estate sugar plantation in St.
Thomas in the East parish, Jamaica, this letter,
addressed to the owner William Philip Perrin via
Messrs. Chandler & Davidson, advises on the
state of the sugar crop of 1776: “We have now
finished crop and have ship’d 282 hogsheads ...
we are so much over run by rats this year that
our last canes were almost already cut down to
our hands by them ... I should be glad to know
how the hogsheads weighs at the Kings Beam at
home this year and to have them compared there
with the weights of the hogsheads last year ... as
it is well worth while to ascertain the advantage
or disadvantage of digging out the bottoms &
sending them home ... They have made 97 hhds of sugar at Grange Hill 85 of which goes to Bristol by
Crooker ...” A list of ships with weights of Blue Mountain sugar shipped to London and Bristol for the 1776
crop is noted at the end of the letter.
£450
GRANGE HILL SUGAR PLANTATION ON JAMAICA

89. DOUGLAS, James. [Autograph letter signed to
William Philip Perrin, concerning sugar
production at the Grange Hill estate, Jamaica.]
Grange Hill [Estate], 7 May 1774. Autograph letter signed. Folio
(19 x 30.5cm) [2 1/2] pages on bifolium, verso of second leaf
with manuscript address panel & related postal markings, small
marginal tears to second leaf from seal opening (not affecting text),
old folds, very good.

Penned 7 May 1774 by James Douglas at Grange Hill estate
sugar plantation on Jamaica, this letter, addressed to the
owner William Philip Perrin via George Chandler & Co.,
advises on the state of the sugar crop: “ you will receive this
by the Amity Hull Capt. Tarbutt, who has on board 60 hhds
of Grange Hill sugars, there will be 60 more sent in the
Richmond Capt. Rogers ... there has been 35 acres of new
land planted in canes since you received the plan ... the
crop of [17]75 will be much upon an equallity with the
present one as there is barely sufficient strength to keep
what is in canes in order, it would answer no purpose to put
men in, as the greatest part of the crop must be taken of by
cattle, some part of the negroes labour must be allotted to
keep in order a sufficient quantity of pasture for the
support of those cattle ...” Douglas also mentions the
benefits of a water mill in comparison to the use of cattle.
£450

PROMINENT SCOTTISH PLANTATION ATTORNEY IN JAMAICA

Rare Books

90. LAING, Malcolm. [Autograph letter signed, to
Messrs. Serocold & Jackson, London, concerning
in particular the Jamaican interests of Sir Charles
Price.]
Jamaica, 7 October 1774. Autograph copy letter signed. 4to (19
x 22.5cm) [2] pages on bifolium, verso of second leaf with
manuscript address panel & related postal markings, a few
negligible tears (no loss of text), old folds, very good.

Malcolm Laing (1718-1781), born on Eday, an island of
Orkney in Scotland, became a prominent and wealthy
attorney on Jamaica, his career centred on the plantation
economy. Here he writes to the sugar factors Serocold &
Jackson in London, principally concerning the Jamaican
sugar plantation interests of Sir Charles Price 2nd baronet
(1732-1788): “... Sir Charles has now put all his estates
pens & property under the direction of an experienced
good planter, who has the sole management of his negroes
and overseers, by which means I am fully persuaded in the
course of two or three years, it will make an addition to his
crops of at least 2 or 300 hhgs sugar a year; for many years past, they have been most shamefully
neglected, and I am certain there has been above 500 of his negroes employed in such a manner that they
have not brought him in £500 a year ... Borrowing 50 or £60,000 by annuities or upon interest, in order
to relieve you in part, and to push his property to the outmost extent, in this and every other scheme,
you will no doubt give him every assistance in your power ... When Mr. J. Price gives the freedom to
those mullatoes he ought to mention their children, as two of the them are supposed to be his uncles ...”
SLAVERY IN THE WEST INDIES STAGED IN GERMAN OPERA

91. ECKARTSHAUSEN, Karl von. Fernando
und Yariko ein Singspiel in drey Aufzügen ...
München, Joseph von Crätz. 1784. First edition. 8vo (10.5 x
17cm) [4], 95, [1]pp., a few dust marks in the margins,
contemporary boards, light wear to extremities.

First edition, scarce, of this libretto for Fernando und
Yariko, an opera by the Bavarian mystic and philosopher
Karl von Eckartshausen (1752-1803). Set “in ein
amerikanischen insel”, the narrative is based on the
story of Inkle and Yarico, the tale of an English
merchant (Inkle) shipwrecked in the West Indies who
is helped by a West-Indian maiden (Yarico) with whom
he falls in love but then sells into slavery to regain his
fortune. The earliest source has been identified as
Richard Ligon’s True & exact history of the island of
Barbadoes (London, 1657) and many variations of this
influential narrative were versified and dramatised
throughout the eighteenth century.

OCLC locates 5 copies only (Indiana University;
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek; Universitätsbibliothek
Augsburg; Library of Congress; Bibliothèque
universitaires de Strasbourg).
£450

£450
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CARIBBEAN TRADING COMPANY PLANNED BY SWEDISH MERCHANTS

92. [WEST INDIES.] Kongl. Maj:ts nådige Privilegium, på en Handels och Siö-farts
inråttande på America, för Handelsmännerne Abraham och Jacob Arfwedson &
Compagnie. Gifwit Stockholm i Råd-Cammaren d.2. Dec. 1745.
Stockholm, Kongl. Tryckeriet. [1745.] First edition. 4to (19 x 22cm) [8]pp., a fine copy, uncut,unopened & unbound
as issued.

Plans for an overseas trading company to be operated in the West
Indies are outlined in this pamphlet which records privileges
granted 2 December 1745 to the Swedish bankers and ship
owners Abraham and Jacob Arfwedson by King Frederick I of
Sweden. The Arfwedsons hoped to begin their scheme in 1746 by
taking over the expiring licence of the Swedish East India
Company and then expand into trading in the Americas. They also
intended to create a Swedish colony in the Caribbean. These plans
never came to fruition for the Arfwedson’s failed to attract
sufficient foreign capital and did not take over of the licence for
the Swedish East India Company. It was not until 1784, when they
gained control of the island of St. Barthélemy, that the Swedes
possessed a colony in the Caribbean. The Swedish West India
Company was founded in 1786 and operated from the island until
1805.
Alden, European Americana 745/203.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR FOR SWEDISH MERCHANTS & STUDENTS

£750

93. KRAAK, Ifvar. An essay on a methodical English grammar for the Swedes ... Eller försök
till en lätt och tydelig Engelsk grammatica för de Swenska…
Götheborg, Johan Georg Lange, senior. 1748. First edition. 8vo (11 x 17.5cm) [16],372,[4]pp., title-page in English
and Swedish, dual language throughout, flyleaves gone, some light paper toning in places, title-page with ownership
stamp “GEB” (Gustaf Emanuel Beskow?) contemporary leather-backed speckled paper-covered boards, wear to extremities
but binding sound.

First edition, scarce, of this idiosyncratic grammar by Ifvar
Kraak (1708-1795) intended for Swedish readers in learning
English. Dedications are addressed to the Scottish merchant
Colin Campbell (1686-1757) as director of the Swedish East
India Company, and Johann Gyllenborg, chancellor of Lund
University. In addition to the grammar, Kraak’s book contains
a selection of dual-language dialogues and a thematic dictionary
and short extracts from English authors, chiefly Alexander
Pope. An unusual prose section in English describes “rarities” in
different countries: “Moscovia . As one of the chief rarities of
this country, we may reckon that strange sort of melon found
in or near to Astracan, Casan, and Samara. Some of the natives
call it Boranetz … Japan. There is in Japan …. a very
remarkable fountain, whose water is almost equally hot with
boiling oil … Jamaica. Of all creatures belonging to this island,
the most remarkable is the alligator …”. The book became the
principal English grammar used by Swedes in the eighteenth
century with further editions printed in 1777, 1789 and 1799
– all are scarce.

Alston ii, 569. ESTC records 7 copies only (King’s College
London Library; National Library of Scotland; Kunglige
Biblioteket; New York Public Library; UCLA, Beinecke Library
Yale; National Library of Australia). There is also a copy in the
British Library.
£650

Rare Books

WEST INDIES DESCRIBED AFTER VOYAGE BY SWEDISH BOTANIST

94. SWARTZ, Olof. Inträdes-tal, innehållande anmärkningar om Vestindien; hållet för
Kongl. vetenskaps academien, den 18 martii 1789 ...
Stockholm, Johan Georg Lange. 1790. First edition. 8vo (12 x 19.5cm) [2], 27, [1]pp., title-page with engraved
vignette, very good, stitched in recent plain paper wrapper.

First edition of this report concerning the West Indies read as a speech on 18 March 1789 before the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences by Olof Swartz (1760-1818). Describing the natural history, geography,
climate, population and economy of the Caribbean islands, the text includes discussion of St. Croix,
Jamaica and Saint-Domingue, with some details concerning slavery. Following studies at Uppsala under
Carolus Linnaeus the younger (1741-1783), the botanist Swartz sailed in 1783 on a voyage to the West
Indies, collecting plant specimens in particular from Hispaniola and Jamaica, publishing his discoveries as
Flora Indiae Occidentalis (Erlangen, 1797-1806). He returned to Sweden in 1787 after a visit to London
where he met the naturalist Sir Joseph Banks (1743-1820) - presumably Swartz sent a copy of this tract
to Banks from Sweden as Banks is recorded as having owned a copy, now residing with the rest of the his
books at the British Library. (Hogg, Peter, Catalogue of Scandinavian books in the British Library printed
before 1801, S984).
£650
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CODRINGTON COLLEGE ON BARBADOS

95. [BARBADOS.] Codrington College from the Chapel-Hill. 1825.
I.T. Lewis. Lith. Winchester. [c.1825.] Lithograph, on sheet of wove paper (approx. 38.5 x 24cm)
watermarked (“Gater 1825”) uncut edges, fine.

This rare lithograph reproduces an ink sketch of Codrington College on Barbados, the view
having been taken in 1825 “from the Chapel-Hill” nearby. Founded in 1745 from a bequest
by the colonial governor and plantation owner Christopher Codrington (1668-1710), this
was the first Anglican theological college in the Americas. Printed in Winchester, the
production of this print is likely to have had some connection with the arrival on the island
in January 1825 of the Rt. Rev. William Hart Coleridge (1789-1849) following his
consecration at Lambeth in July 1824 as the first bishop of Barbados. It seems likely that the
original drawing for the print was made by William Hart Coleridge himself – the hand in
which the title is penned is a good match for Coleridge’s and a similar view titled
“Codrington College. Barbados. After a drawing by the Bishop of Barbados” was printed as a
lithograph by Hullmandel. We have traced only one other example of the print, at the
National Archives, UK (ref: CO 28/146, included with an archive of correspondence by
William Hart Coleridge).
£750

Rare Books

DAUGHTER OF PROMINENT SUGAR MERCHANT & ART COLLECTOR

96. [TOMKINS, Peltro William.] [Lucy Boyd.]
[London.] J. Downman. Delt. P.W. Tomkins pupil of F. Bartolozzi sculpt. Publish’d as the act directs Dec. 10.
1780. Stipple engraving (sheet approx. 23 x 29cm, platemark approx. 25.5 x 20.1cm), some light dustmarking
in the margins, small marginal tear outside platemark to lower left corner tip, early pencil annotation to lower
margin “Miss Boyd”, very good.

This rare stipple-engraved portrait by Peltro William Tomkins (1759-1840) was produced in 1780
after a drawing by John Downman (1749-1824) of the same year (the signature “JD 1780” being
reproduced in the background). The sitter Lucy Boyd (b.1753) was the second daughter of the
prominent sugar merchant, Caribbean plantation owner and East India Company director Sir John
Boyd, first baronet (1718-1800) and his first wife Mary (d.1763). Retiring from mercantile life, in
the 1770s Boyd travelled in Europe on a grand tour, collecting antiquities and art, including the
Piranesi Vase, with which he embellished Danson House, the Palladian mansion at Welling that he
had commissioned from architect Sir Robert Taylor (1714-1788). Lucy and Boyd’s other daughters
Sarah and Catherine were each left £10,000 in his will. BM 1868,0328.853.
£650
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ABOLITION OF SLAVERY PRAISED IN FRENCH PROVINCIAL VERSE

97. BLANC, Jean. L’abolition de
la traite des noirs ...
Épigraphes.
Bourges, A. Brulass. Septembre 1827. First
edition. 8vo (14 x 22cm) viii, 38pp., with
half-title, a very good, uncut copy in the
original grey-blue printed paper wrapper,
stab-sewn as issued, slight marginal
foxing to wrapper.

First edition, rare, of this poem
supporting the abolition of slavery.
Printed in the city of Bourges in
central France, the author Jean
Blanc, “avocat”, begins his preface by
noting “l’abolition de la traite des
Noirs est un des actes les plus
remarquables
et
les
plus
philantropiques des sociétés policéss
de l’Europe” . He includes a list of
his abolitionist reading, citing works
by the Abbé Grégoire (1750-1831)
and Thomas Clarkson (1760-1846)
among others.
OCLC locates 1 copy only
(Bibliothèque Nationale de France).

£750

SCOTTISH PLANTER ON TOBAGO PETITIONS FRENCH GOVERNMENT

98. [BALFOUR, John.] Mémoire du Sieur Jean
Balfour; habitant de l’isle de Tabago; a Messieurs
les députés a l’Assemblée Nationale de France.
[Paris, chez Prault.] [1790.] First edition. 4to (18.5 x 24cm)
30pp., very good in modern plain boards.

First edition, rare, of this lengthy petition by John
Crawfurd Balfour (d.1827), a Scottish planter on the
Caribbean colony of Tobago, addressed to the French
National Assembly. Balfour outlines his residence as a
planter on the island for some twenty years, including
much detail concerning his financial vicissitudes
experienced as a result of the political and legislative
change that followed the return of Tobago after the peace
of 1783 to French control following two decades of British
rule. This shift precipitated an economic decline and a
long-running campaign for financial redress by British
planters, with much legal wrangling over competing
applications of French and British laws. Appended
following the petitioning address are copies of letters
written by Balfour and extracts from relevant French
legislation concerning Tobago.
OCLC lists 3 locations only (Bibliothèque Nationale de
France; British Library; Oxford).
£650

Rare Books

HAITIAN REVOLUTION IN VICTORIAN ABOLITIONIST NOVEL

99. MARTINEAU, Harriet. The hour and the man. A historical romance.
London, Edward Moxon. 1841. Firt edition. 3 volumes. 8vo (12.5 x 19.5cm) [4], 314; [4], 302; [4], 304pp., without final
blank/imprimatur leaves, volume 1 with folding colour-printed “Map of Hayti ...”, rear pastedown of each volume with
printed label of “A.M. Pigott publisher, bookseller... London”, very good in contemporary leather-backed marbled boards, some
light wear to extremities but sound.

First edition of this historical novel based on the life of the Haitian general François-Dominique Toussaint
Louverture (1743-1803), the most prominent military leader of the Haitian Revolution. Following his rise to
prominence during the slave revolt on Saint-Domingue in 1791 he became governor-general of the island,
promulgating an autonomous constitution for Haiti in 1801. Amongst the prolific output of the prominent
Victorian writer and journalist Harriet Martineau (1802-1876) The hour and the man is considered to be one
of her most significant literary works. The novel was written by Martineau with the intention of supporting
the cause of the abolition of slavery in America. A folding colour-printed “map of Hayti; or St. Domingo” is
present in the first volume. Sadleir 1638. Sabin 44937.
£750
AMERICAN EDITION OF HARRIET MARTINEAU’S HAITIAN NOVEL

100. MARTINEAU, Harriet. The hour and the man. A historical
romance.
New-York, Harper & Brothers. 1841. 2 volumes. First American edition. 8vo (12
x 19cm) 224; 209, [3]; [catalogue:] 30, [6]pp., flyleaf to volume 1 inscribed in
ink : “Mary F. Kent from her affec. father G. Kent Feb. 1841” with note in pencil
“Canandaigua New York”, very good in original blue smooth cloth, spines with
contemporary printed labels, light wear to extremities.

A very good set of the first American edition, scarce, of this historical
novel based on the life of the Haitian general François-Dominique
Toussaint Louverture (1743-1803), the most prominent military leader
of the Haitian Revolution. Following his rise to prominence during the
slave revolt on Saint-Domingue in 1791 he became governor-general of
the island, promulgating an autonomous constitution for Haiti in 1801.
Amongst the prolific output of the prominent Victorian writer and
journalist Harriet Martineau (1802-1876) The hour and the man is
considered to be one of her most significant literary works. Printed in
New York in the same year as the London first edition, this American
edition is noteworthy given that the novel was written by Martineau
with the intention of influencing the cause of the abolition of slavery in
America. This copy includes an additional 36 page catalogue appended
in volume 2: “March 1840. Valuable standard works published by Harper
& Brothers New-York.” Sabin 44937.
£650
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JAMAICAN MAGISTRATE’S MEETING WITH QUAKER ABOLITIONIST

101. STURGE, Joseph. [Autograph letter signed, to
Josiah Conder, editor of The Patriot, thanking him for
reprinting extracts from The Emancipator, and
discussing the visit to England of the Jamaican
magistrate Richard Chamberlaine.]
Birmingham, 21 September 1839. Autograph letter signed. 4to (20.5 x
25cm) [1 1/4 ] pages on bifolium, second leaf verso with manuscript
address panel & related postal markings, some light dustiness along old
folds & extremities, small marginal tear from seal opening (no loss of
text), very good.

Writing from Birmingham 21 September 1839 the Quaker
abolitionist Joseph Sturge (1793-1859), founder in 1839 of the
British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, thanks the writer and
bookseller Josiah Conder (1789-1855), editor of the Evangelical
newspaper The Patriot, for reprinting extracts from the American
abolitionist periodical The Emancipator. Sturge then discusses the
visit to England of the Jamaican magistrate Richard
Chamberlaine who he had met in 1837 during his tour of the
West Indies: “Chamberlaine is not a missionary but a stipendiary magistrate, he has been at my home at the
time of the association meeting ... when he returns to London I will try to bring you together – he is a man
of colour & never been in England before.You will I think be much pleased with him ...” Sturge, occupied at
this time in opposing the apprenticeship system in the Caribbean, makes reference also to the organisation
of various meetings.
£450
LABOUR CONDITIONS OF JAMAICAN FORMER SLAVES POST EMANCIPATION

102. MERRICK, Richard. [Autograph letter signed to
John Harfield Tredgold concerning the foundation of
an auxiliary branch of the Anti-Slavery Society in St.
Thomas, Jamaica, and discussing the difficulties faced
by emancipated former slaves, in particular their being
unpaid or underpaid for labouring on sugar
plantations.]
Jericho, St. Thos. in the Vale [Jamaica], 10 January 1840. Autograph
letter signed. 4to (21.5 x 27cm) [2 1/2 ] pages on bifolium, second leaf
with small marginal incision from seal opening touching a few words,
verso with manuscript address panel & related postal markings, some
negligible dustiness to extremities, old folds, very good.

This lengthy letter penned from Jamaica by Baptist missionary
Richard Merrick (1790-1841) is addressed to John Harfield
Tredgold (1798-1842) in London, secretary to the British and
Foreign Anti-Slavery Society. Merrick reports on the foundation
of an auxiliary branch of the society in the parish of St. Thomas
in the Vale, Jamaica, discussing the possibilities of raising
subscriptions on the island. He then moves on to reporting in
considerable detail his impressions on the labour conditions
experienced post emancipation by former slaves, in particular supplying examples of their being underpaid
or unpaid by unscrupulous plantation managers: “... After working in Swansea Estate Edward
[Queenborough Lewis] and many others were employed on Water Mount Estate in the same parish on the
same work. Some earned 10s some 6s8c and others 3s/10c per day. The overseer paid them well the first
two weeks but afterwards disputed their charge and on one Saturday presented £6 to be distributed among
40 people to whom he was indebted more than £100. They refused to receive the £6 and applied to me for
advice. I made out a few of their accounts and directed them to warrant the overseer if he refused to pay ...
Cases of this sort are very common in Jamaica ...”
£650

Rare Books

VICTOR HUGO’S HAITIAN REVOLUTION NOVEL IN GERMAN TRANSLATION

103. HUGO, Victor. Bug-Jargal. Eine Erzählung aus den
Zeiten der Neger-Empörung auf Sanct Domingo, vom
verfasser des Han d’Islande.
München, Jos. Lindauersche Buchhandlung. 1826. First edition in
German. 8vo (10 x 17cm) [4], 348pp., title-page with early nineteenth
century stamp (“Prinz Carl” Prussian cavalry regimental library) & related
ink annotation, pp.193-213 with small wormhole at inner margin not
affecting text, a few negligible fox marks in the margins, contemporary
leather-backed speckled card boards, spine titled in gilt, light wear to
extremities.

First edition, rare, of this first German translation of the French
novel Bug-Jargal (Paris, 1826) by Victor Hugo (1802-1885). Set
during the outbreak of the Haitian Revolution in 1791, the
narrative centres on the friendship between an enslaved African
prince, Pierrot, and a French officer, captain Leopold
d’Auverney. Hugo’s work is among the most notable nineteenth
century works of fiction set on the West Indian island of
Saint-Domingue during the tumult that led to the foundation of
the republic of Haiti under the leadership of François-Dominique
Toussaint Louverture (1743-1803). The provenance of this copy,
from the regimental library of the Prinz Carl regiment of the
Prussian cavalry, offers an interesting pointer to the
contemporary readership of the novel.
OCLC locates 5 copies only (Landesbibliothek
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern; Thüringer Universitäts-und
Landesbibliothek; Wissenschaftliche Stadtbibliothek Mainz;
Bibliothèque Nationale Et Universitaire De Strasbourg;
University of Chicago).
£750

SAILING TO THE WEST INDIES & GUINEA IN DANISH MERCANTILE FLEET

104. [DENMARK.] Skibs-artikler saavel for Ober- og Under-officerer, som for alle og enhver
Gemeene og andre, der fare paa de Coffardie- Skibe, som seile til West-Indien, Guinea, samt
Middelhavet, eller paa lange Reiser om de West.
Kiöbenhavn, E.A.H. Möller. 1818. Fourth edition? 4to (16 x 19.5cm) 51, [1]pp., title-page & front pastedown with
small nineteenth century ink stamp (deaccessioned from “Marinens Bibliothek”: Danish Royal Navy Library), printed on
thick laid paper, contemporary marbled boards, sometime neatly rebacked with cloth spine, light wear to extremities.
This rare pamphlet records maritime regulations for Danish naval
officers sailing on merchant ships to the West Indies, Guinea in
West Africa and the Mediterranean. Topics covered include
worship aboard ship, the ship’s council and justice, secretarial
record-keeping, obedience of under-officers, regulations
concerning dice and card games, supervision of rifles, rules for
dining and meals, drunkenness, victualling, tobacco smoking,
gunpowder, cleaning the ship, keeping the journal and day
register, theft, management of disputes and instructions
concerning flags.
OCLC records 2 copies only of this edition (both in Danish
libraries: DKB; DKDLA). These regulations appear to have been
first issued in Copenhagen in 1758, with other editions (1781;
1797) being similarly rare (OCLC locating no copies outside
Denmark).
£450
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“A SHORT HISTORY OF BARBADOS”

105. [FRERE, Henry.] A short history of Barbados, from its first discovery and settlement, to
the end of the year 1767.
London, printed for J. Dodsley. 1768. First edition. 8vo (12 x 18cm) viii, 121, [3]pp., a fine copy in contemporary calf,
spine with raised bands, compartments tooled in gilt with acorn device, original red label titled in gilt.

A fine copy of the first edition of this history of the island of Barbados “from its first discovery and settlement,
to the end of the year 1767.” Attributed to Henry Frere, a member of the council of Barbados, the book frames
the colony as a loyal outpost of the British crown, perhaps aiming to diffuse fears of political instability in the
aftermath of the Stamp Act crisis.
Beginning with the Jacobean era the text includes references to the emergence of plantation slavery in the
seventeenth century, charting the history of the island during the English Civil War, Cromwellian era and
subsequent developments in the 1660s after the Restoration, before recording the political factionalism that
beset the island in the Georgian era. Separate sections on the constitution and on “trade, soil , and climate”,
with particular focus on sugar production and exportation, are appended, together with a “list of commanders
in chief of Barbados.”
Sabin 3288; Ragatz p.182; Sowerby, E.M., Catalogue of the library of Thomas Jefferson, 465; Maslen &
Lancaster, Bowyer ledgers, 4727 (250 copies printed).
£1250

Rare Books

HAITIAN MASSACRE SURVIVORS: LES ORPHELINES DU CAP

106. [PALAISEAU, Mlle. de.] Histoire des Mesdemoiselles de Saint-Janvier, par Mademoiselle
de F....
Paris, chez J.J. Blaise. 1812. First edition. 12mo (9.5 x 15cm) 83, [1]pp., with half-title & 2 engraved plates (1 bound
as frontispiece), plates with contemporary titles penned at foot in manuscript (“Je suis le seigneur votre Dieu ...” & “...Mr
Diakué, sauvez mes enfans,” this second engraving with face of soldier drawn over by contemporary hand in ink), plates
with contemporary paper guards, a very good copy in contemporary French tree calf, spine gilt in compartments, original
black leather label titled in gilt, marbled pastedowns, green silk bookmark, all edges gilt, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this account concerning Les orphelines du Cap, the sisters Hortense and Auguste de
Saint-Janvier, survivors of the massacre on the island of Haiti at the outset of revolution in 1804. Daughters
of Louis de Saint-Janvier (1754-1804) and Marie-Louise-Félicité Bertrand de l’Etang (1769-1804), both
executed under the regime of Creole general Jean Jacques Dessalines (1758-1806), the two orphans were
saved by the intervention of a former slave of the Saint-Janvier family named Marie and others, including the
Creole general Diakué and Marie-Claire Bonheur (1758-1858), wife of Dessalines, who was involved in
arranging their departure from the island in 1809 and return to France via New York. A second and third
edition followed in 1812 – all editions are rare.

OCLC lists 6 copies (Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève; New York Historical Society Library; New York Public
Library; Yale University (2); Amherst College).
£950
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POLITICS OF FRENCH CARIBBEAN & ETHICS OF ENLIGHTENMENT GOVERNANCE

107. HILLIARD D’AUBERTEUIL, Michel-René. Des mœurs, de la puissance, du courage et des
loix, considérés relativement à l’education d’un prince.
A Bruxelles, et se trouve a Paris, chez l’auteur, rue des Fossés-Montmartre, au no. 35. 1784. First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 20cm)
160, 261-284pp., (complete despite mispagination), marginal tear to one leaf not touching printed text, very good in
contemporary green textured roan, edges of boards & compartments of flat spine ruled in gilt with decorative chain roll,
engraved book label (c.1820?) to front pastedown: “M. Monpoint chanoine”, light wear to spine & extremities.

First edition, rare, of this exploration of political science, power and ethics framed as an Enlightenment-era
reworking of the mirror-for-princes genre. The author, lawyer and historian Michel-René Hilliard
d’Auberteuil (1751-1789), resided on the French Caribbean island of Saint-Domingue from c.1765,
returning to France in 1775 and studying law in Reims. His legal career was obstructed by controversy over
his criticism of the French administration of Saint-Domingue in Considérations sur l’état de présent de la colonie
française de Saint-Domingue. Ouvrage politique et législatif... (Paris, 1776-77). His critique of the plantation
economy and recommendations for the overhaul of the colonial judiciary led to the book being suppressed. A
correspondent of Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson, Hilliard D’Auberteuil also compiled the first
French language history of the American War of Independence, Essais historiques et politiques sur les
Anglo-Americains ... (Brussels, 1781-82), and penned a novel, Mis Mac Rea. Roman historique (Brussels, 1784),
based on the death of Jane McCrea (d.1777) during the Revolutionary War. Having returned to Cap-Français
on Saint-Domingue in 1787, Hilliard D’Auberteuil’s death in 1789 at Port-au-Prince is thought to have been
a political assassination resulting from his criticism of the colonial regime. Shaped through his immersion in
Franco-American revolutionary politics, this book can be viewed as a veiled manifesto for reorienting the
thinking and morality of the French ruling class in the image of his own reformist political agenda.

OCLC locates 8 copies only (Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Bayerische Staatsbibliothek; Staatsbibliothek
Bamberg; Waseda University Library; British Library of Political and Economic Science LSE;
Universitätsbibliothek Augsburg; Hungarian Academy of Sciences Library; Danish Union Catalogue).
£2500

Rare Books

NOVEL FEATURING FIRST AFRICAN HERO IN FRENCH FICTION
108. [AFRICA.] Histoire de Louis Anniaba Roi D’Essenie en Afrique sur La Côte De Guinée.
A Paris, aux Dépens de la Societé. 1740. 2 parts bound in 1. First edition. 8vo (10 x 16cm) 125, [1]; 112pp., title-pages
printed in red & black, a very good copy in contemporary French speckled calf, spine gilt in compartments with original
red leather label titled in gilt, marbled pastedowns, all edges red, green silk bookmark, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this novel centred on an African king named Louis Anniaba, “Roi D’Essenie en Afrique
sur La Côte De Guinée.” This character has been identified as the first African hero in French fiction and was
inspired by prince Aniaba of Assinie in Côte d’Ivoire who had arrived in France in 1688, spending a decade
in the country before returning to West Africa. Written in the first person, the anonymous author here
presents the narrative through the voice of the fictional character Louis Anniaba. Opening with adventures
with Barbary pirates, Louis Anniaba meets a French noblewoman at sea. The pair fall in love and marry, with
Anniaba converting to Roman Catholicism and training as a musketeer, however his wife is abducted by a
jealous rival, a French baron. On his return to Africa on the death of his father, Anniaba discovers his wife
held captive as a slave at Tripoli, then returning with military might to take back his kingdom in Essenie from
usurpers. The work appears to have attracted some recent scholarly interest. No subsequent editions were
issued until reprinting in 2000 (Exeter, University of Exeter Press).

OCLC locates copies at the following locations: McMaster University; Indiana University; Royal Danish
Library; British Library; University of Aberdeen; Bibliothèque municipale de Lyon; Sächsische
Landesbibliothek; Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Herzogin Anna Amalia Bibliothek; Thüringer
Universitäts und Landesbibliothek; Universitäts- und Landesbibliothek Sachsen-Anhalt; Universität
Göttingen; Universitätsbibliothek Rostock.
£3500
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VOYAGE TO SAINT-DOMINGUE BY ITALIAN TRAVELLER

109. MANTEGAZZA, Carlo. Viaggio del cittadino Carlo
Mantegazza milanese a S. Domingo nell’anno 1802.
Milano, stamperìa e fonderìa de Genio Tipografico. 1803. First edition. 8vo
(12.5 x 21cm) [6], 136pp., occasional light marginal foxing, uncut in
original cartonatura rustica, spine sometime renewed with marbled paper
strip, boards rubbed with wear to extremities but sound.

First edition, scarce, of this account of a voyage to the French
Caribbean island colony of Saint-Domingue made in 1802 during
the Haitian revolution. The author, Carlo Mantegazza, an Italian
adventurer from Milan, also travelled in Turkey and Russia. The
account of his expedition to the West Indies here is arranged in the
form of dated letters that begin on 28 January 1802 (Lyon),
departing from Nantes on the Victorine 20 March 1802. Following
several entries made at sea he records arriving at Basse-Terre on
Guadeloupe 10 May 1802 before heading for Cap-Français on
Saint-Domingue in May. His observations on Saint-Domingue
range over a wide variety of topics including the geography of the
island, the cultivation of rice, coffee and sugar, comments on
slavery, the social organisation of the island, details concerning
plantations and the slave trade, the economy of the colony and the
history of the activities of general François-Dominique Toussaint
Louverture (1743-1803), the most prominent military leader of
the Haitian Revolution. Sabin 44397.
VICTOR HUGO’S HAITIAN REVOLUTION NOVEL IN DUTCH TRANSLATION

£850

110. HUGO, Victor. Bug-Jargal, of de opstand der slaven
van St. Domingo, in het jaar 1791 ... Naar het Fransch.
Amsterdam, J.C. van Kesteren. 1830. First edition in Dutch. 8vo (13.5 x
22cm) [2],iv, 242pp., with half-title, title-page with engraved vignette
(“H.P.Oosterhuis del ... D. Sluyter sculp.”), 2 leaves with ink markings in
the margins (not affecting printed text), pink paper pastedowns, small
printed binder’s ticket (“Boekbinderij Fk. M.Verwilghen. Hulst”), title-page
with some marginal foxing, very good in contemporary cloth-backed
painted paper boards, spine with original printed paper label, light wear
to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this first Dutch translation of the French
novel Bug-Jargal (Paris, 1826) by Victor Hugo (1802-1885). Set
during the outbreak of the Haitian Revolution in 1791, the
narrative centres on the friendship between an enslaved African
prince, Pierrot, and a French officer, captain Leopold d’Auverney.
Hugo’s work is among the most notable nineteenth century works
of fiction set on the West Indian island of Saint-Domingue during
the tumult that led to the foundation of the republic of Haiti
under the leadership of François-Dominique Toussaint Louverture
(1743-1803). The engraved vignette printed on the title-page of
this Dutch edition depicts soldiers in a tent regaling each other
with tales. This appears to be a reference to Victor Hugo’s own
account of the genesis of Bug-Jargal, which he described as
intended initially to be part of a collaborative collection of stories
under the title Les Contes sous la tente.
No copy located in OCLC.

£750

HAITIAN FICTION - THREE HISTORICAL NOVELLAS

Rare Books
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111. BAIGNOUX, Pierre-Philippe. Amélina, Épisode de la
conquête et de la colonisation des Espagnols dans l’Ile
D’Haïti ...
Tours, R. Pornin et C.ie. 1841. First edition. 8vo (13.5 x 21.5cm) xvi, 144,
[5], 148-387, [1]pp., with three additional sectional titles, including general
title bound after p.144 a few negligible fox marks, very good in contemporary
blue morocco, blind-impressed decoration to both boards, flat spine with
decorative gilt tooling, gilt-stamped title, marbled endpapers, marbled edges,
light wear to extremities.

Three historical novellas relating to the Caribbean island of Haiti are
presented in this volume. Pierre-Philippe Baignoux (1752-1848),
sometime mayor of Tours, is the author of Amélina, themed on the
Spanish colonisation of the island at end of the fifteenth century with
the arrival of Christopher Columbus (d.1506). The two additional
novellas here, published anonymously, are attributed to Alexandre
Duboy. Godefroy, ou Les filibustiers is set in the seventeenth century
around French merchants on the island, while Augustin, ou La révolte
des noirs is set during the slave revolt of 1790. The imprint of Amélina
is dated 1841, the publisher then presumably decided to add the two
novellas by Duboy. A collective general title Amélina, Godefroy et
Augustin, ou Les trois époques d’Haïti dated 1842, probably intended to
be bound at the front of the volume, is bound here after p.144. This
appears to be the first printing of both Amélina and the two novellas
by Duboy. The whole was reissued in 1843 under the general title, again by the publisher Pornin at Tours.

We have not been able to trace a record in OCLC of these first printings (Amelina: 1841; ... Les trois époques:1842).
The second edition under the general title (... Les trois époques:1843) is also scarce, with OCLC listing 5 copies only
(New York Public Library; Clark Art Institute; Brown University; Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Sachsische
Landesbibliothek).
HAITI DESCRIBED BY ENGLISH QUAKER ABOLITIONIST

112. CANDLER, John. Brief notices of Hayti: with its
condition, resources, and prospects.
London, Thomas Ward & Co. 1842. First edition. 12mo (11.5 x 19cm) viii,
175, [1]pp., a very good copy, uncut & partially unopened in contemporary
textured cloth, spine titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.
First edition, scarce, of this overview of Haiti at the dawn of the
Victorian era. John Candler (1787-1869), by profession a Quaker
draper in Chelmsford, was devoted to philanthropic causes, including
abolition and the temperance movement. In 1839 he set out on a tour
of the Caribbean with his wife, writing reports to his friend Thomas
Clarkson (1760-1846) on the state of former slaves who had been
liberated fully in 1838. This book records Candler’s impressions of
his three month visit to Haiti in 1841 during that tour, a travelogue
interspersed with social and economic observations. Sub-headings
within chapters include: “abolition of slavery in the West Indies ...
town of Cape Haytien ... plantations in the Plaine du Nord ...
journey to Gonaives ... coasting voyage to Port-au-Prince ...
interview with the president ... constitution of Hayti ...
employments and condition of the people ... carnival at
Port-au-Prince ... sugar plantations ... journey by Leogane over the
mountain to Jacmel ...” Sabin 10673.
£650

£650
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PLEA FOR RACIAL EQUALITY ON SAINT-DOMINGUE

113. LEBLOIS, Léonard. Léonard Leblois, au
calomniateur Therou, et à ses complices, tous
colons blancs, ennemis nés de la liberté et de
l’égalité.
[Paris.] [De l’Imprimerie de Pain.] [1794.] First edition. 8vo
(12.5 x 20cm) drop-head title, 15, [1]pp., very good in modern
sponge-painted boards in period style, gilt-titled leather label to
spine.

A plea for racial equality on the island of Saint-Domingue
(now Haiti) by colonist Léonard Leblois, the text of this
pamphlet of 1794 attacks those white colonists who were
not prepared to extend the “liberté” and “égalité” of the
French Revolution to the entire population of the island.
Leblois condemns in particular the colonist Thérou, “grand
planteur du Terrier Rouge”, a vocal critic of the
management of the island by Léger-Félicité Sonthonax
(1763-1813) and Étienne Polverel (1740-1795) whose
propagation of equal rights was opposed by many of the
plantation-owning elite. Rare.

Sabin 39597; Bissainthe 6534. OCLC lists 4 locations only
(Bibliothèque Nationale de France; British Library;
Cambridge University; New York Public Library). There is
also a copy at the John Carter Brown Library.
£750
CARIBBEAN COLONY CONVULSED BY WAR & FRENCH REVOLUTION

114. MAREC, Pierre. Corps législatif. Conseil des Cinq-Cents. Rapport fait au nom de la
Commission des colonies occidentales, sur la situation de l’Isle Saint-Domingue, par
Marec. Séance du 11 ventôse an V.
[Paris.] [De L’Imprimerie Nationale. Germinal, an V.] [i.e. 1797.] First edition. 8vo (12 x 19cm) 143, [1]pp.,
wormhole to lower margin (not touching printed text), modern sponge-painted boards in period style, gilt-titled leather
label to spine.
First edition, scarce, of this substantial official French government
report complied by Pierre Marec (1759-1828) offering a summary of
the complex political and military situation on the French island
colony of Saint-Domingue (now Haiti) during the first half of the
1790s. Marec first outlines affairs on the island before the arrival of
Léger-Félicité Sonthonax (1763-1813) and Étienne Polverel
(1740-1795), then charting the ensuing tumult precipitated by the
outbreak of war between France and Great Britain in 1793, with Spain
allied with the British. A detailed timeline of events is included
recording the shifting alliances between the various factions of militias,
official soldiery, planters, slaves and politicians. Numerous mentions
are made of François-Dominique Toussaint Louverture (1743-1803).
Administrative documents appended include summaries concerning
the regulation of French forces, police and the financial management
of the island.
Bissainthe 6808; Martin & Walter 23018. OCLC locates 6 locations
only (New York Public Library; University of Maryland; American
Philosophical Society; British Library; Bibliothèque Nationale de
France; Biblioteca Nacional de Chile). There is also a copy at the John
Carter Brown Library.
£650

Rare Books

RIVAL RUM DISTILLERS ON FRENCH CARIBBEAN COLONY

115. FOURNIER, Claude. Dénonciation aux États
généraux des vexations, abus d’autorité et déni
de justice commis envers le sieur Claude
Fournier, habitant de l’île Saint-Domingue.
[Paris.] 1789. First edition. 4to (21 x 25cm) [2], 45, [1]pp.,
large margins, small filing hole at centre of pages touching a few
letters but not affecting sense of text, small waterstain at upper
inner corner of first 3 leaves, modern painted paper boards in
period style, gilt-titled leather label to spine.

First edition, scarce, of this record of the vexations
experienced by Claude Fournier. The son of a poor
weaver, he left France to seek his fortune on the French
Caribbean colony of Saint-Domingue, setting up as a
distiller of tafia, a type of unaged run, in the vicinity of
Petite-Rivière. The crux of Fournier’s difficulties appear
to centre on harrassments from the Sieurs Guibert
resulting from animosity on account of a preference
amongst the English for Fournier’s tafia which in flavour
was closer to rum. Fournier accuses the Guiberts of
orchestrating a campaign that culminated in attempted murder and arson resulting in the destruction
of his distillery. Unable to obtain justice on the island Fournier returned to Paris in 1785 to pursue his
claims.

Bissainthe 5848; Sabin 25289; Martin & Walter 13744. OCLC locates 7 copies only (New York Public
Library; Cornell University; University of Minnesota; Bibliothèque Nationale de France; John Carter
Brown Library; Harry Ransom Center University of Texas; Zentralbibliothek Zürich).
£450
ABOLITION OF SLAVERY IN THE FRENCH CARIBBEAN DEBATED

116. DU MORIER, Joseph-Pierre. Sur les
troubles des colonies, et l’unique moyen
d’assurer la tranquillité, la prospérité et la
fidéliteé de ces dépendances de l’Empire : en
réfutation des deux discours prononcés par
M. Brissot, des 1er. et 3 décembre 1791.
Paris, de L’imprimeries de Didot Jeune. Décembre 1791. First
edition. 8vo (12.5 x 18cm) [2], 60pp., very good in modern
sponge-painted boards in period style, gilt-titled leather label
to spine.

First edition, scarce, of this printing of two speeches
by Joseph-Pierre Du Morier (1759-1801) centred on
debates over the abolition of slavery and revolutionary
colonial politics in the French Caribbean during the
aftermath of the French Revolution. Addressing
himself to the French National Assembly, Du Morier
attacks the abolitionist projects of Jacques Pierre
Brissot de Warville (1754-1793), arguing against equal
rights for all inhabitants of French islands in the West
Indies and citing recent slave revolts on
Saint-Domingue and Guadeloupe.
Hogg 2085; Bissainthe 5591; Martin & Walter 11920.

£750
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BRITISH PLANTERS OF TOBAGO IN FINANCIAL DISPUTE WITH FRENCH

117. ROUME, Philippe-Rose. Memoire de m. Roume, Commissaire et ordonnateur de l’isle
de Tabago, chargé par le Ministre de la Marine de répondre aux réclamations des
hypothécaires anglois, qui réfute un mémoire adressé à l’Assemblée Nationale pour les
créanciers anglois des habitans de la même isle, par MM. Tod & Francklyn, députés de ces
créanciers.
Paris, de L’Imprimerie Nationale. First edition. 8vo (14.5 x 22cm) [4], 202pp., light foxing to title-page & following
leaf, a few negligible fox marks, a very good uncut copy in modern sponge-painted boards in period style, gilt-titled
leather label to spine.

First edition, scarce, of this substantial report examining the claims of British planters of the Caribbean
island of Tobago made against the French government as a result of the political and legislative change that
followed the return of Tobago after the peace of 1783 to French control after two decades of British rule.
Economic decline ensued and in 1786 new French laws resulted in the confiscation of some British-owned
plantations on account of accusations of usury. A long-running campaign for financial redress by British
planters followed, with much legal wrangling over competing applications of French and English law.
Compiled by Philippe-Rose Roume de Saint-Laurent (1743-1805), a prominent figure in the history of
Tobago, this report was prepared for the French National Assembly in response to petitions headed by
W[illiam?] Tod[d?] and Gilbert Franklyn as representatives of the British creditors of Tobago. There is much
financial detail here concerning the plantation economy of the island, in particular in relation to taxation,
with an appendix including relevant case studies, correspondence and legislation.
Sabin 73468. OCLC locates 7 locations only (Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Bibliothèque Municipale
de Lyon; British Library; American Antiquarian Society; Hamilton College Library; University of
Minnesota; UCLA).
£1250

Rare Books

FRENCH ABOLITIONIST ATTACKS SLAVE TRADE & PLANTATION ECONOMY

118. BRISSOT, Jacques-Pierre. Réplique de J.P. Brissot, a la Première et dernière lettre
de Louis-Marthe Gouy, défenseur de la traite des noirs et de l’esclavage.
Paris, chez Belin ... Deseene ... Bailly ... 10 Fevrier 1791. First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 20cm) [2], 54pp., a very good
copy in modern sponge-painted boards in period style, gilt-titled leather label to spine.

First edition of this significant abolitionist pamphlet by Jacques-Pierre Brissot de Warville (1754-1793),
founder of the French organisation Société de amis des noirs. Accused by Louis-Marthe de Gouy d’Arsy
(1753-1794) of being responsible for the slave revolt on Saint-Domingue, Brissot responds here with
lengthy moral arguments for abolition, making impassioned attacks on the inhumanity of the slave trade
and the plantation economy of the French West Indies. As a strong supporter of the ideals of the French
Revolution, Brissot emphasises his conviction of the need to extend revolutionary concepts of liberty
and equality to all people, including those enslaved on the sugar estates of the French Caribbean
colonies.
Hogg 2050; Sabin 8039; Bissainthe 8099; Martin & Walter 5251.

£1250
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FRENCH MERCHANTS & PLANTERS ON SAINT-DOMINGUE

119. LEGAL, Gabriel. Dernier voeu de la justice, de
l’humanité, et de la saine politique; en faveur des colons
de Saint-Domingue, et sur la nécessité et les moyens de
rendre à cette colonie sa prospérité.
Paris, chez Desenne. An V [i.e. 1797]. First edition. 8vo (12 x 18.5cm)
44pp., a very good copy in modern sponge-painted boards in period style,
gilt-titled leather label to spine.

First edition, rare, of this plea on behalf of the planters of the French
Caribbean colony of Saint-Domingue for the restoration of peace
and prosperity to the island. Residing temporarily in Paris, the
author, Gabriel Legal, a merchant at Port-au-Prince between 1788
and 1792, describes the tranquil life enjoyed by the European
population before the revolutionary tumult of the 1790s. The author
then outlines his views on the influence of the French Revolution
and war between France and Great Britain on the varied interests of
the merchants, planters, slaves, and free creole residents of
Saint-Domingue. His commentary includes references to
abolitionists including Jacques-Pierre Brissot de Warville
(1754-1793) and the Abbé Grégoire (1750-1831).

Sabin 39847; Bissainthe 6566. OCLC lists 4 locations only
(Bibliothèque Nationale de France; New York Public Library; John
Carter Brown Library; British Library).
£750
HAITIAN REVOLUTION & VOTING RIGHTS IN FRENCH CARIBBEAN

120. RAIMOND, Julien. Observations adressées à
l’Assemblé Nationale, par un deputé des colons
amériquains.
[Paris? 1789.] First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 19.5cm) 15, [1]pp., drop-head
title, a very good copy in modern sponge-painted boards in period style,
gilt-titled leather label to spine.

First edition, rare, of this significant address by Julien Raimond
(1744-1801), a free-born indigo planter of mixed race, the son of
a French colonist and wealthy planter’s daughter. A prosperous
slave owner on Saint-Domingue, he became a prominent leader
of the abolitionist Société des amis des noirs. This pamphlet, printed
in 1789, outlines the demands of Raimond and other “colons
amériquains” for the right to participate in elections for the
selection of their political representatives for Saint-Domingue at
the French National Assembly. Their campaign led to the
introduction by the French legislature on 15 May 1791 of the
right for wealthy free-born men of colour to vote in the French
colonies. The strong resistance provoked amongst white planters
on Saint-Domingue was instrumental in precipitating the Haitian
Revolution, and before his death in 1801 Raimond had aligned
himself with the revolutionary leader François-Dominique
Toussaint Louverture (1743-1803), serving on the committee
that drew up a constitution for the self-government of the island.

Bissainthe 7544. OCLC locates 4 copies only (Bibliothèque
Nationale de France; Bibliothèque Municipale de Lyon; NewYork
Public Library; British Library).
£950

